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Intro uction

ne of the most important challenges facing the Church at any time, and es-
pecially today, is the development of an effective catechetical program to
foster the faith life of adults, children, and adolescents. 1Wo important

structures have evolved within the Church to realize this goal for children
and adokkents. Onestructure is the Catholicschool which is designed to in-

tegrate acaffemics, values, andfaithibe other structure is parish-based religious ed-
ucation. Designecipredominately for children and adolescents who do not attend par-
ochiai schools, parish religious educafion usually involves a weekly catechetical
program. There are, however, many variants from this format, especially on the sec-
ondary siudent level.

The purpose of this study is to expand our uncrerstanding of pariSh religious edu-
cation programs for chiklren and young people, including how these programs are
administered arid operated, how students evaluate them, and what organizational and
program _actors are characteristic of particularly effective programs.

_ This_ study the first systematic examination of parish religious education for chil-
dren and 'young people. The limitation of financial resources prohibited our expand-
ing it into a study of total parish religious education, "womb-to-tomb" catechesis. This
more extensive kind of research would be very helpful to the Church's teaching mis-
sion arid sliotkl be undertaken.

For two reasons, the study comes at a particularly crucial thne Firs4 evidence ex-
ists that significant percentages of Catholic youth now receive no formal religious ed-
ucation. Recently, Andrew Thompson estimated shifts in religious educacion partici-
pation between 1965 and 1980.' Exhibit 0.1, derived from data reported by
Thompson, lists percentage involvement for elementary-aged children (grades 1:8),
secondary-aged youth (grades 942), arid for all youth combined. These figures indi-
cate that the percentage of Catholic children and youth attending Catholic schOols ck-
clirred between 1965 and 1980. By 1980, only 28% of c*mentary-aged Catholk stu-
crents 1an d 16% of secondary-aged Catholic students were enrolled in a C2tholic
school.

In theory, one would expect parish eligious education programs to wimess a cor-
responding increase in participation, therrby providing the formal training many
youth no kAger receive in a Catholic school. But that is riot what die figures indicate
Overall involvement in parish religious education declined between 1965_and 1980.
The 4% increase in participation for youth in the 1st through 8th grades did not

1 9
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EXEIMIT 0.1 Percentages of Catholic Youth Receiving Religious Instruction

Percent- Percent
Perceat in parish Percent receiving receiving

religious attending fortnid no formal
education Cadfolic rellus- religious
prognuns school instnaction _ _ _ instruction

Catholic ytlinh, grades 1-8

1965 36 47 83 17
1970 40 32 72 28
i975 40 26 66 34
1980 42 28 70 30

Catholic youth, grades 9-12

1965 35 28 64 36
1970 28 22 50 50
1975 20 17 36 64
1q30 19 16 35 65

All catholic youth, grades 1-12

1965 36 41 77 23
1970 36 29 65 35
1975 33 23 56 44
1980 33 24 56 44

nearly compensate for the 19% decrease-in Catholic schtibl attend:ince for thesame
group. Combinirg these doWnward trends in both schciol 4rid parish attendance, one
sees that nearly half (44%) Of Cathdic yonthin 1980 were estimated to receive no for-
if iai parish-based religious education may have sig-
nificantpotentialto expand its impact it is exkiected that the findings presented here
wilt assist parishes in designing, implementing, and operating religious -education
programs that help, provide, the formal ireligious education that these children and
young people would otherwise no/ receive.

This study is timely for a second reason. Some previous_ research_createsthe
impression-that pariSh religious education programsare at bestweak alternatives to
the in-trepth4 fortnal instruction aVairable through schoofs.2 The previous research
dbes not demonstrate that parish religious education is withoutconsequence; rather,
itsh5visonly that_ schools have_ a stronger impact That is Do be expected, for schools
have daily access to students whereas parishes usually have access only once a week
The present research focuses on parish-based programs, examining the impactof
programs nominated as effective by their respective dioceses. It views pariSh reli-
gious education as an important ::nd vital activity worthy of major research attention
and deserving of support and commitment



The Study

Introduction

This report is a limitedand very preliminary efforuo examine some of the aspects of
parish religious education programs forchildren and young people. It was made pos-
sible by a grant of $80,000 from the Knights of Columbus-sponsored Father Michael J.
McGivney Fund for New Initiatives in Catholic Education. The project was assisted by
a national advisory committee of diocesan and parish religious education practition-
ers.

The specific focus Of this project is unckrstandins the nature of effective parish re-
ligious education programs_for children and young people. Toward this end, nomi-
nations for effective program were solicited from all diocesan offices in the United
State& Asa basis for theirjudgment; diocesan directors wereasked to use the_criteria
for catechetical programs outlined in Sharing the Light of Faith: National Catecheti-
cal Directory for Catholics of the United States (United States Catholic Conference:
'Washington DC, 1979).

Ultimately, stotal of 258 nominations were received by the research team. The se-
lected programs represmted the diversity of American Catholic parishes; with con-
siderable variability in membership size, community population, geography and eth-
nicity Throughout this report, the term "effective program" is used, then, to refer to
a parish-based program designated as effective according to NCD criteria by a partic-
ipating diocese.

Three methodologies were used to examine the functioning Of these efkctive par-
ish religious programs. All threedata collections were directed by the National Opin-
ion Research Center at the University of Chicago.

Site Visits: Tilerity of the258 programs were involved imon-site visits. At each la-
cation; two trained observers (one an experienced religious educator, the other
a sociologist) dedicated two full days to experiencing the "feel" of an effective
program. Sources of information included interviews with staff, catechists, stu-
dents, and students' parents.
Staff Survey In Lletemt5er, 1985, a nine-page survey was mailed to the Director
of Religious Education at each of the 258 sites (see Appendix_13), The survey
plced emphasis on fiVe areas: staffing, budget, use Of Volunteers, instructional
resatures and pfannin&
Stzwient Survey Accomprqing the staff survey was a request to administer a stu-
dent survey to a random sample of seven students. Each_parish received explicit
instructions to sample three or four students under age 15 and three or four stu-
dents over the age of 15 (see Appendix D for instructions and other methodolog:
ical notes). The stuckrit survey instrument (Appendix C) addressed six major is-
sues, Which are listed below

issue Member qMsttiley Items
Student demographics 10
Religious behavior 18
Rdigious attitudes arid beliefs 48
Values and dibtai bdiefS 12
Biaktation of getist_rdigkxis education program content 56
Evaluation of catechist 14

One kunckedforty-six parishes out of the original p001 of 258 cooperatedin com-
pleting the staff armistudent surwys. This represents a return rate of 57%. Exhibit0.2
presents information concerning the 146 who r-esponcled to the staff survey Note tbat,
in 84% of the parishes, directors of religious education had primary responsibility for
completing the staff survey

I 1



Ybiathid Ovine Parish Re Vous Education for Children and Young People

EXHIBIT 0;2 Parish Staff Survey Respondents
Persons Who Participated in Completing Staff Survey
(Figures represent percent of parishes in which each participated)

Sh4red
Responsibility

primary
Responsibak

Pastor 30% 1%

Associate Pastor 16 0
Director of Religious Education 87 84
Parish Council Member 6 1

Board of Education Member 11 1

Finance Board Member 6 0
Principal of School 11

OtWer 37 13

This document describes the results of the thred=pronged site visits, staffsurvey, stu-
dent survey)i project and offers_ arialySdS cOncerning the significance of the findings.
Information based on data froni the written surveys forms the body of this report,
With site-visit observationspresented in Appendix A. Throughout this report, the
findings of the site visitors are quoted, often as collaborating evidence for the written
survey results._ But unless otherwise noted, findings in the body of this report are
based on the student and staff surveys.

This report is designed tO be uSefol for a variety Of audiences and settings. The
study:is expected to be partictilarly helpful in the following ways:

ASSisting religious education administrators in designing effective parish-based
programs _

Providing a resource to facilitate discussion and interaction among religious eci:
ucators
Helping diocesan-level staff devise ways to assist parish religidus education ef-
forts
Providing a resource that can bt USed at the College or university level in train-

, irg religious edumtors
Serving as a self-study guide kir educators

The tiOdy_of thereport is divided into five chapters.
Chapter 1 examines the program and administrative factors common tb effective
programs.
Chapters 2 and 3 describe students' beliefs and valties arid their evaluations of
religious education programs and staff In these chapters, findings are separately
analyzed for boys, gir18, eletnehtary StUdents (limited in the student survey to
grades 543)4hd secOndary Students (grades 9-12).
Chapter 4 -cscribes the factors that are most important in promoting effective=
ness.

_Chapter 5 offers a series of conclusions and draws a number of implications. :

Throughout the report, the abbreviation PRE is used tO dehote parish religious ed-
ucation, and DRE to signify director of religious ddtication.3 The term "effective pro-
gram" is used to refer to a parish=based program designated effective by the respec-
tive diocese.

1 2



ective Parish Religious
Education Programs:
Administrative and
Program Factors

he observations of the team of researchers and educators that visited each
of 20 parishes are an important contribution to our understanding bf effec-

tive parish:religious education. In essencei this team found, throtigh inter-
_views and discussionsi_thilt successfidprograms are characterized by shared
responsibility on the part of a significant number of people in the parish and

by leadership whose vision translates into program planning As noted in the intro-
duction, a full report of the team's observations is presented in Appendix A. Some of
the specific administrative and program factors found commonly in the nominated
PREiprograms by the site visitors were these:

1. A positive working relationship between pastors and the DRE.
2. Attention paid to providing training for volunteer catechists
3. Use of parish liturgical events as rich catechetical opportunities in the religious

education of both children and adolescents
4. Incorporation of strong social justice and human service components into the

program
5. Creative, competent, and caring _teachers
6. Ability _to engage youth in meaningful reflection on the relationship between

faith and one's life experiences
7: Careful, planned, and deliberate recruitment of catechists
8. A strong sense of community and camaraderie among catechists
9. Inclusion on PRE staff of at least one person competent in theology

10. A person assigned responsibility for checking student attendance and for con-
tacting-Tarentswhen students were absent

11; A bonding evident amolig the families whose children attend PRE programs
12._ A positive relationship between youth minister and the DRE.
In this chapter, we add to this understanding by presenting additional information

about administrative and program factors typically found in effective PRE programs.
It is based on findings from written surveys administered to staff in:a broader sample
Of 146 parishes selected for their successful approaches to parish religious education;
This chapter is divided into three sections: administration, staffing, and programs and
resources;

0



6 Toward Effective Parish Religious Education for Children and Young People

AdUninhiration

Responsibility for Program
Leadership is a critical variable in most successful educational efforts. Both the staff
survey results and the site visit report describe parish religious educational leader-
ship in detail.

The staff surveyillustrates the great importance Of the director Of _religious educa,
tionin_the_overall leadership and _day-to-day success of the parish religious education
programs in this study Although the survey did not directly ask whether or not there
was a DRE, an item (Q1)' asked respondents to circle the title of the person primarily
responsible for completing the survey Eighty-four percent indicated the director of
religious education. A second item (Q2) asked about those who participated in com-
pleting the survey (see EXhibit 0.2). 1-fere, 87% indicated the DRE Thus we can infer
that close to 9 out of 10_ of the parishes surveyed have a person described as the di-
rector of _religious education

David Leege reports in The Parish in 7kansition that the extent of lay leadership is
increasing in parishes and parish religious education programs in the United States.2
The present survey documents that nearly all _effective PRE programs share planning
and coordination responsibility with lay-dominated groups. Percentages for each are
liked below

Lay Groups Active in Catechetical Planning (Q3)

Group Frequency
CCD Group 25%
Education Committee 52%
Parish Council 53%

GbalS

The setting of goals occurs in most effective PRE programs. Sixty-six percent re-
port having "written goals available for catecheticai programming," with another 16%
stating that such goaLs are "in process" (Q7). The site visit report (Appendix A) men,
tions that written goals are a common ingredier t in successful programs. The staff
survey results appear to confirm this finding.

Goals in effective programs are not typically informed by need assessment& Forty-
three percent report that there has been a "catecheUcal needs assessment of the par-
ish in the last 3 years" (Q4).

Budget
EighLy percent of _the parishes studied have a specifk budget for the catechetical

program 1Q5). The average parish catechetical budget is $29,200, which represents,
on the average, 9% of the total parish operating costs (Q6). Perhaps the most irnpor-
tant finding, however, is that the size of the catechetical budget is not strongly related
to success. Not only was this observed in the site visits to 20 parishes, but the staff sur=
vey _data revealed no significant rdationship between budget and five measures of
student outcomes (see chapter 4).

Relations with the Diocese
Nearly 70% of the respondents characterize the level of available diocesan support

for catechists as either "very high" or "moderately high." Mother 20% rate support

1 4



7 Effective Park!, Religious Education Programs: Administrative and Prigram Factors

as "average" (Q20). This suggests that high diocesan support is a common character-
istic of effective PRE programs.

In summary the staff survey pinpoints five common administrative characteristics
-Among effective PREprograms. These are:

A director of religious education
Shared planningmd coordination with a lay-dominated group
Written catechetical program goals
Specific budget for catechetical programs
High diocesan support for catechists

Number of Catechists
The elementary level (grades 1-8) has the highest average number of catechists: 29.
At the secondary level (grades 9-12) the average is 11 (Q21).

The ratio of catechists to the number of active attendees varies slightly by age
group, as the figures below show.

CatethiSt/Student Ratio for PRE Age Groups
(Based on Q21)

Group Teacher/Student Ratio
Preschool 1/6
Grade School (1-6) 1/11

Junior High (7-8) 1/9
High School (9-12) 1/8
Young Adult 1/11
Adult 1/13

The ratio is largest for pre-schoolers and smallest for adults. Overall, the PRE pro-
grams surveyed average about 1 catechist for each 10 participants. We believe that this
is a significant factor in effectiveness.

Catechists infrequently receive remuneration. Only 18% receivesalary or stipend
(Q10). Most catechists are female; though this varies by the age of the students. Fe-
males particularly predominate in the pre-school and grade school years.

Percentage of-Catechists Who Are Female
(Based on Q25)

Age Group

Preschool 76%
Grade School (1-6) 87
Junior High (7-8) 60
High School (9-12) 56
Young Adult 52
Adult 54

Important; also; is the availability of Volunteer suppert staff who are no t. catechists
but serve to support learning activities. The average reported at the elementary level
for such ancillary personnel is 12. The average is 5 at the secondary level (Q11);

1 5



8 TOleard Effeetiee Perrith Religious Education for Children and Young Pea*

Recruitment
Ad ckerWhelming number of the responding parishes (97%) report on-going :re-

cruitment of catechism in their parishes (Q12). The same percentage (97%) applie
to the recruitment of ancillary personnel (Q14).

There is no unanimity in the ways in which parishes recruit potential catethiStS.
The site visit report (Appendix A) emphasizes the importance and capability of the
director of religious education to personally identify and invite potential tatechiSts to
join prograMs. The following table describes five methods used to recruit new ca-
techists, based on the written staff survey (Q16).

Methods Used to Recruit New Catechists

AktUródi Frequently Sometime
Invited to visit classes 13% 55%
Invited to visit faculty meetings 4 22
Explain the catechetical program _to parish community 57 40
Have certified ratechists meet with potential catechists to ex- 19 45
plain and invite their involvement
Invite people to participate through announcements at large 55 42
parish gatherings (Sunday mass, etc.)

rMining of Catechists
AS ShoWn in Exhibit U, formal certification of catechists is not reported by the ma-

jdrity of parishes_ completing the survey. The site visit team comments that certifica-
tion is a prime strategy for a catechist training program. But a high number of survey
respondents report such variables as availability of materials, opportunities for so-
cialization, and opportunities for spiritual enrichment as more central to their catech-
ist formation programs.

Cooperation
Eighty-eight percent of these PRE programs are characterized by a_high_ degree of

ccioperation among religious education staff and volunteers (Q24). It is a common
feature also reported by the site visit team.

Pro rams awl
Resources

Types of Programs
While the chief focus of this study is the catechetical program for children and youth,
it was judged valuable to inquire about broader catechetical efforts for the entire par=
ish community Significantly, these parishes which have effective programs for chil-
dren and young people also are engaged in serious efforts at adult religibuS educa-
tion. There seems to be a relation between the seriousness of the parish efforts to
-create a learning environment for all its members and the effectiveness of its program
for young people.

The Rite of Christian Initiation of Adults (RCIA) is utilized in_ 64% of these effective
parishes and is in the process of being established in another_ 9% (Q9). ThuS, 73% of
these parishes are utilizing this ecclesial and holistic model of catechetical forthation.
We believe this has a positive impact on the rest of the parish effort.S.
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EXHIBIT 1.1 Staff Impressions of Catechists
(Staff Q17):

Percent
too

50

62%

2'70C

1%

-63-%

97%

2%

YES 1111 NO DON'T KNOW

ARM

92%

.. _get ... take update ... take update
certificates? doctrine method

courses? courses?

DO MOST CATECHISTS

... have ... subscribe to ... socialize :: ... avail :

adequate at least one with other themselves of
materials catechetical catechists opportunitks
for their journal? for spiritual
course? enrichment?

In addition, 54% of the responding parishes are involved in an ongoing spiritual
development program for adults such as RENEW such efforts are likely to produce
both more informed catechists for the parish program and also parents with a higher
interest in their children's catechetical programs.

As might he expected, these parishes make major efforts at involving parents in the
sacramental preparation of their children. Ninety-two percent_ of the parishes have
these programs for parents, with an average yearly length of 17 hours (Q8).

A wide variety of other adult efforts are taking place, with programs in Scripture
and catechist training dominating The following is a list of program types and topics
in the order of frequency reported by responding parishes.



10 Touard Effective Parish Religious Educationfor Children and Young People

Kinds of Adult Programs Offered
(Based on Q8)
Parishes Average
;Waring times Length
adult program (in hours)

programs offered of tyPical Average
D'Pe-ti-Program in 1984 in 1994 program attendance
Sacramental preparation 92% 5 17 105
Scripture programs 85% 4 22 42
Teaching catechetical skills 79% 4 8 29
Reconciliation programs 77% 2 6 104
Prayer progrms 62% 5 28 42
Spiritual development 54% 3 15 188
Parent class 51% 2 8 54
Social justice programs 49% 4 12 39
Peace programs 44% 2 4 59
Women's issues 28% 1 6 19

Program Resources
Ekhibit 1.2 shows the suostantial availability of instructional technology at the par-

ish level.

EXHIBIT 1.2 Parish Audio-Visual Resources
(Staff Q22):

Percent _
I00

5

98%

88%
83%

Records Film-
strips

Audio-
tapes

Slides 16mm
films

Overhead
protector

Video.
tapes

PERCENTAGE OF PARISHES WITH AUDIO-VISUAL RESOURCES AVAILABLE

49%

Opaque
protector
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11 Effectite Parish Religious Education Programs: Administrative and Program Factors

Age-Group Comparisons
Exhibit 1.3 gives a summary of programs by age group, with focus on number of

meetings each month,summer events,' regular service protects, and average regular
attendance. Note that elementaryschool students are by fai the largest group to attend
parish education programs regularly, and that high school students are the next high-
est in average attendance. The majority of effective PRE programs have regular ser-
vice projects for junior and senior high school_ students, and about one-third have
such projects for elementary school students. Compared with elementary grades,
there is a small percentage of summer programs for junior high and high school stu-
dents.

EXHIBIT 1.3 Characteristics of PRE Programs by Group
(Staff Q21 )

Average number of
times per month they meet

ftrishes having a
summer program

Parishes having
regUlar service
projects

Average number of
people regularly in
attendance at
program

Preschool

Elementary
gracJes
(1-6)

Junior high
grades (7-

8)

High
school
grades
(9-12)

lhang
adults Adults Handicapped

3.9 4.8 5.2 4.7 2.2 4.1 2.5

35% 43% 14% 12%

1 1% 35% 52% 63% 12% 16% 4%

50 230 71 86 23 70 7

The staff survey replicates several conclusions offered in the site-visit report (Ap-
pendix A). The twosources_Of information agree that effective PRE programs.
provide training for catechists
are characterize(' ly a high degree of cooperation and camaraderie among staff
and volunteers
have on-going reci ent programs for catechists.

The two data sources d: .iot perfectly match on the emphasisplaced on social jus-
tice and social service programs. The site visits claim effective PRE programs placeia
high priority on these The Staff survey data are more ambiguous, shoWing a relatively
low frequency of social justice programs but a relatively high frequency for social ser-
vice programs, particularly during the junior high and high school years

Unfortunately the staff survey does not permit comparisons on other factors listed
the beginning of this chapter-However, it does extend our understanding of com-

characteristics in effective TRE programs to other domains.- Though we cannot
I- :ertain thit fadorstypically found in the sample cifeffective PRE programs neces-
sa.,;y produce or promote effectiveness, they are summarized here (see nchibit_1.4)
as m; current perceptions concerning administration; staffing; and program factors
that are Lied in some meaningful way to success.

1 9
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EXHIBIT 14 Characteristics Found in the Majority of PRE
Programs Studied

Have a full time, paid director of religious education*
Have written goals for the catechetical program
Have a budget for the catechetical program
Emphasize adult religious learning programs
Everience a high degree of diocesan support for catechists
Share planning and coordination with a lay group, e.g., parish c01111cil,
religious education btoard

Have a significant number of support volunteers who are not catechists
Have a continuous catechiSt recruitment program
Average about one catechist for each ten active participants
Provide for the training of catechists
Have access to a range of audio-visual resources
Offer service projects for junior and senior high youth

*Now: Our presumption is that the majority of these DREs are employed full-time:



Students in Parish Religious
Education Programs:
Religious Behavior, Belieft,
Values, and Influences

n this chapter, discussion will center on the information gained about stu-
dents in effective parish religious education programs_ The survey instrument

that the students completed can be found in Appendix B.
The religious behavior, beliefs, and values of students, along with influences

on their religious development, will be addressed in the followins way First, a
brief description of the sociodemographics of students and their families is provided.
There follows a presentation of the religious practices of students and their families;

The third major topic will be the style of belief that the students display, the how
rather than the what of their belief. Current research in the psychology of religion
uses the term "religious orientation" to describe such information. What is the stu-
dent's image of God, Jesus, Mary, and the Church? How do these images interrelate?
: This chapter also presents information concerning a series of moral judgments that

the students were called upon to make_in the questionnaire. The issue will be how
these judgments_ changebetween the fifth and twelfth grades_

Last is an examination of who the students say influence their religious levelop-
ment; In this case, as for each of the previous topics, the students' responses will be
examined as a function of the respondents' gender (male, female), family composi-
tion (two-parent families, others), and grade in school (grades 5 through 8, grades 9
through 12).'

Before beginning our discussion of these:topics, it will be instructive to consider
certain limitation& The information that follows presents a snapshot of students in
PRE programs that were nominated effective by their respective dioceses. Thus we
cannot make statements concerning whether these students are different, on 1.he pre-
cise variables measured, from students who are involved:in other PRE programs, or
students whop are in no program at all. Likewise, this study involved only a single as-
sessment of these students, so that we are unable to comment concerning the effect
of these programs on the formation or socialization of these students;

In some specific content areas; however we will be able to compare the students
involved in the PRE study with two other large samples of students. The first is a
broadly-based study of Catholic 5th-8th graders conducted by Search Institute, Min=
neapolis, as part of a large study of the beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors of children in
early adolescence and their parents (subsequently referred to as the EA study).2 The
second comparison group consists of 957 eleventh _and twelfth graders who were ad-
ministered the Religious Education Outcome Inventory of Knowledge; Attitudes; and

13
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Practices (REKAP).3 REKAP data were obtained from some of the students in parishes
in the present study, and those data will also be discussed.

In short, while the present study is not a formal evaluation of the effect of PRE pro-
grams, what we do have, for the first time, is a state-of-the-student report on students
involved in parish religious education, based on a random sampling of students in
what are perceived to be effective PRI programs. These descriptive data provide im-
portant information concerning the formation of these studentstheir religious ori-
entation and practices, their understanding of God, Jesus, Mary and the Churchas
well as their socialization and style of moral decision-making.

The basic demographic descriptors for our sample are presented in Exhibit 2.1.
Some additional characteristics can be summarized briefly.

The majority of students have been in their parish religious education program
for five or more years (Q3).4 While this percentage obviously varies with the age
of the student (as represented by grade in school), by eighth grade 73% of the
respondents say they have been in a PRE program for fivc or more years, a per-

EXHIBIT 2.1 Characteristics of Student Sample
(Student Q4-8)

Grade in School Percent of Sample

5th 7%
6th 8
7th 11
8th 13
9th 12

tOth 22
16

12th 10

Sex
Mu: 43
Female 57

Family Composition
Live with hoth parents 90
Live with mother only 8
Live with father only 0
Live with a guardian

&location of Mother
Completed high school 62
Convicted college_ 31
Holds graduate degee 7
D-on't know 1

Education of Father
COMpleted high schOol 46
Completed college 33
Holds graduate degee 20
Don't know 1

Note: SiMple size = 925
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Religious Practices...uEmomm

centam that remains stable from 8th to 12th grade. Students from one-parent
families have spent less time in PRE programs (52% five years or more) than stu-
dents from two-parent families (69% five years or more). The overwhelming ma-
jority (90%) of these students come from two-parent families. While that figure
may seem unusually high, note that the question involved (Q4) does not specify
whether the parents involVed are birth parents or whether the parents have been
divorced and remarried._ Data from_ the EA survey indicate that 77% of fifth
through_eighth graders attending Catholic elementary schuols report that they
are living with both of their birth parents, so the present data concerning two-
parent families does not seem so unusual.
Thirty-five percent of the respondents report that their mothers have a high
school education, and another 40% report that their mothers have had at least
some college (Q5). Fathers are reported to be more educated, with 29% of
them receiving postgraduat. clucation (Q6).

Family Rdieous Practices
Several questions in the student survey (10, 15, 17, 18) inquiredabout family religious
practiceswhether the family prays together, discusses religious matters, attends
Mass together and the like The profile of religious practice resulting from these
items displays a higher level of refigious activities than is generally reflected in na-
tional samples of adult Catholics. However, the responses of the elementary students
in the present survey are comparable to the elementary students in the EA survey.°
Eighty percent of the students report that they attend Mass every Sunday (Q9), and
87% attend with their families rather than alone or with friends (Q10). Non-familial
churchattendance is more common among high school students (17%) than among
the younger students (7%).

Family prayer other than at meals "hardly ever" happens for a majority of the re-
spondents (Q15), although this perception is strongly influenced by grade in school.
Sixty-three percent of high school students say that their family "hardly ever" prays
together except at meals, while only 42% of elementary students give that assessment.
Why the perceptions should be so different is unclear; unless it reflects practices such
as younger children saying bedtime prayers with their parents, but not older chil-
drerL Meal time prayers, on the other hand, show a more consistent pattern. Twenty-
nine percent of families don't pray at meal time, while approximately half (55% ) offer
a short prayer, probably a formal grace (Q17). Students from one-parent families are
more likely to report that their family "doesn't usually" have meal prayers (40%) than
are students from_ two-parent families (28% )."

Reports of family discussions on religious topicsshow a consistent pattern across
gender, family composition, and grade in school. Slightly more than half (55%) of stu-
dents report that their families "hardly ever" "get together and talk about God, the
Bible, the parish, or other religious things" (Q18).

StUdents' Persohal Rdigious Plattices
Before one examines the results -concerning personal religious practices_ and_ori,

entation a basic finding should: be. discussed.. Icrhaps one of the single _most rel iable
findings in the psychology of religion is_that _women are more religious than men._ Vir-
tually..every national survey_and most individual research reports that have examined
the issue; across a wide range of measures, have reported this finding.8 Furthermore,
the degree of difference in religiousness between men and women has been rela=
tively constant. For example, while the percentage of people saying that religion is

23
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':very important" in their lives has fluctuated in the past 32 years, the percentage of
women saying so has consistently remained about 12% higher than the percentage of
men giving that answer9

_In light Of thiS, it comes _aS no surprise_ mat the girls_ in our_ survey report them:
Selves somewhat more religious than the boys. _Further, this difference:impels a cer=
tain degreeof caution in interpreting some of the other findings to be discussed
here. For example, 60% of the girls report that they pray:"prettv often,- while only
45% of the boys give that answer. When we go on to consider differences in _style of
prayer, e.g., "flow often do you pray in your_ own wordS7 (girls_63%_, boys 52%);_it
mav be that the boys are not reporting a bona fide difference in style of prayer, but
rather Saying that "I dOn't pray in my own words very often because I don't pray very
often.-

It should also be noted that previous research:has consistently found a decline in
religiousness between elementary school_ and high school. Although many stbdies
have found that religious conversions frequently occur in adolescence; it is_alSo_com-
mon to find a decline in overalllevels of religiousness forthis_age_group. The findings
discussed in this chapter must be considered in lighrof these general trends.

AS ricked abOve, The girls_ in_oursample _report that they pray more often than the
bOys._Question19 presented students _with a list of prayer styles and:asked how fre;
quently_the student_prayed in each of those ways (see Exhibit 2.2). Girls were more
likely than boys to pray in all of the ways except "dunking aboursome special reli,
gious person,- 'Imagining that I am with-God and talking directly- and "giving
thanks," for which there were no gender differences." _

Prayer styles do show differences by grade in school. High school students are
iticire likely than elementary students to report that they pray in their own words; they
are less likely to report Bible reading as a form of prayer.

EXHIBIT 22 Style of Personal Prayer for Each Student
(Percent reporting "often" to Student Q 19)

Thial

Group

Gender Family Composition Grades
Male Female 2 Parent _ Parent 5111/1th_9/12-_12th

With my own words 58% 52% 63% 59% 50% 51% 63%
Like l am talking to a friend 33 34 33 34 24 28 37
By asking for things l need 34 29 37 35 26 33 34
By giving thanks 46 42 50 46 40 53 42
By using prayers Er books or memory 29 27 31 29 33 36 24
By listening to music 6 3 8 6 8 5 6
By reading the Bible 5 _4 6 4 14 7 4
By thinking of others who need God's help 36 29 41 36 31 41 32
By thinking of a religious person like Jesus, Mary
or a saint

21 22 20 20 26 29 15

By imagining I am with God and talking directly 32 32 33 32 39 33 32

There are_also some interesting differences in prayer style by family composition.
Students from two-parent families are more likely than those from one-parent fami-
lies to report that they pray by asking for their needs and less likely to pray by listen-
ing to music or reading the Bible.'2

14



Religious
Orientation

Students in Parish Religious Education Programs: Religious Behavior, Beliefs, Values, and Influences

One_approach to unders:anding- religious orientation is the examination of religious
images:_When_one thinks of _God, or Jesus,.or Mary, or ihe_ Chu rch, 5isiliat images wine
to _mind: _The _majority of such research_ has concentrated_ on images-of God,'_5 but
some research has concentrated on images of particular_ interest in_ a Catholic set-
ting." In the present survey, measures of the images of the four religious subjects
mentioned above were used to gain an understanding of the nature of the students'
religious faith.

God Images
Exhibit 2.3 indicates the percentage Cif students who said that it was "very likely"

they would think of _God in particular ways: Overall, God is most likely to be thought
of as Creator, Father, Friend, Savior, and Protector, and unlikely to be thought of as
Judge or Mother. While there are some differences by gender, they tend to be rather
minor, never exceeding eight percentage points, and should, at least partially, be
unacrstood in terms of the overall differences _in religiousness noted earlier A God
image more frequently endorsed by boys than by girls is that of Judge.

EXHIBIT 2.3 Studente Images of God
(Percent reporting "very likely" to Student Q20)

Gad as . . lbtal
Fxmily Composition Grades

Mak FeMale 2 Parent 1 Parent 5th - 8th 9th - 12th

Judge 11% 14% 8% 11% 10% 9% 13%

Protector 55 51 59 56 53 54 56

Savior 65 61 68 64 69 65 65

Lover 41 42 40 41 37 50 34

Master 34 35 34 34 38 36 33

Mother 14 11 16 14 19 19 11

Redeemer 39 39 39 38 47 42 36

Creator 73 71 74 72 82 75 71

Father 70 68 73 0 83 75 67

Friend 67 63 71 67 72 69 66

It is interesting to note that there is a greater tendency for students who come from
single-parent families to think of God as Father.'5 Since most single-parent house-
holds are "mother-only" households, there is some support here for the influence of
a "compensatory.' or "projective" form of religion. While research has not produced
any strong evidence for "deprivation theories," which posit that religiousness is
psychic compensation for some deprivation in relationship or social status,'_6_ there
does seem to be some support here for some contribution from such influences:

The only major differences by grade concern the image of God as Lover, which de-
clines substantially between primary and secondary school (Exhibit 2.4). This is

25
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probably related to changes in the meaning of the word lover for these age groups.
For younger students, the word "lovei may evoke primarily parental images, easily
applicable to God. As the student matures, and "lover acquires increasingly concrete
and physical connotations, applying that label to God seems increasingly inappro-
priate to most adolescents).-

EXHIBIT 2.4 Images of God as "Lover" by Grade in School
(Percent respond:ng "very likely" to Student Q20):

Percent70

60

50-

40

30--

20-

10

62% 61%

5th 6th

45%

7th

44%
42%

8th 9th

GRADE IN SCHOOL

3416

10th

1%

11th 12th

In general, the God images that are most strongly related to each other are those
that have traditionallybeen evoked in religious imagery: God as Protector, Redeemer,
Creator, and Father. These images tend to be related to each other and less related to
the other God images.18

Jesus and Mary Images
The students' images ofjesus and Mary are summarited in Eihibits 2.5 and 2.6. In

general, both Jesus and Mary are seen as gentle, warm, patierk, comforting, and lov-
ing. These attributeS are morelikely to be applied to Mary than to Jesus, and girls are
SomeWhat more likely to endorse each of those images than are boys.
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EXHIBIT 2.5 Students' bnages ofjesus
(Percent reporting "very likely" to Student Q21)

ftsus as . . . 1btal
Gender Faniii CompoSitfon GradeS

Male Female 2 Parent 1 Parent 5th - 8th 9th - 12th

Gentle 76% 70% 81% 77% 72% 79% 74%

Stein 9 13 7 9 17 36 21

Warm 70 61 76 70 68 69 70

DiStarit 7 6 8 7 10 8 6

Intelligent 71 74 70 71 73 73 70

Demanding 7 7 7 8 6 4 9

Patient 79 75 82 79 80 80 78

Irrelevant 3 4 3 3 8 5 3

Challenging 20 20 20 19 26 18 21

Comforting 73 66 78 72 79 77 70

Unimportant 2 2 2 2 3 3 2

Loving 86 81 89 86 85 90 83

EXHIBIT 2.6
(Percent reporting

Mary as

Students' btages
"very likely" to Student

btal

of Mary
Q22)

GetttUer_ Composition___ _Grades_
Male Fen:tile 2 Parent 1 Parent 5th = 8th 9th = 12th

Gentle 89% 87% 91% 89% 91% 91% 88%

Stern 7 8 6 7 7 5 8

Warm 82 77 85 82 80 84 80

Distant 7 6 7 7 7 7 7

Intelligent 52 50 54 52 54 59 47

Demanding 4 5 2 4 3 5 3

Patient 79 75 83 79 85 83 77

Irrelevant 5 6 3 4 8 6 4

Challenging 11 12 10 10 18 13 10

Comforting 79 77 81 79 80 82 78

Unimportant 3 3 2 3 6 3 3

Loving 91 89 92 91 91 94 89

Interestingly, the students' images of Mary and Jesus tended to be rather strongly
correlated; &Jesus was seen as_loring or demanding or stern. Mary was_ likely to be
seen the same way. Most strongly related were the attributes of irrelevance and un-
importance; those who rejected (or accepted) those labels for one, likewise rejected
(or accepted) those labels for the other On the other hand, relativelv little relation oc-
curs between the students' images ofjesus and Mary and their images of God, or
their images of the Church.
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Church thines
One ofthe findings concernirg Church images is that they tend not to be nearly so

strong as images of religious figures such as God and Mary The Church is an ongoing
organization of members whose faults and foibles, strengths and virtues help pro-
duce the image of the Church that each individual has. This may account for the fact
that, no particular image is endorsed by more than 69% Of the student& Exhibit 27
further shows that the image of the Church as "helpful" is rated highest. Other im-
ages endorsed by at least half of the respondents are "open to women," "against nu-
clear war," "a close family;' and "tries hard:" The Church is very unlikely to be seen as
"distant" or "opposed to other churches."

EXHIBIT 2.7 Students' Images
(Percent reporting "very likely"

Catholic Church as. . .

of the
to Student

Intal

Catholic Chtirth
Q23)

Get-. de Family Composition Gradesr
Male Female 2 Parent 1 Parent 5th - 8th 9th - 12th

The true church 49% 511:.; 48% 50% 43% 59% 43%

Challenging 20 21 18 19 25 19 20

Judgmeinal 20 22 19 20 25 15 24

Helpful to others 69 67 71 70 66 78 63

Mies hard 55 55 56 55 56 61 51

Distant 6 6 5 5 6 6 5

Against nuclear war 56 58 54 58 38 57 55

Open to women 57 61 53 56 58 67 50

A close family 56 53 57 55 62 67 48

Run by priests 44 45 43 44 43 44 44

Opposed to other churches 6 6 6 6 5 8 4

Closeness to Church, God, and Parish
Students were asked how close they feel to their Church, their God, and their par-

ish. Their responses to these somewhat global questions reflect some of the decline
in religiousness so frequently noted across this portion of the lifespan, and displayed,
for example, in the EA study.

Closenesslo_the Church; God; and the Parish by Grade in School
(Percent "Wry Close" or "Close;" Student Q24;26)

5th 6th 7th
Grade

8th 9th 10th 11th 12th
Church 58% 64% 57% 53% 41% 46% 50% 41%
God 81 84 78 72 63 69 72 67
Parish 46 56 46 45 38 39 39 40
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Stutents'
Moral Values

A national study of the knowledge-effectiveness of a significant number of parish pro-
grams was published by NCEA in 1982 in a publication entitled That They May Know
You. Accordingly the present study did not include extensive treatment of this impor-
tant area

In orcle howeve _to _obtain_ some comparison between the students in this earlier
study and the students in the present study the site visitors administered the REKAP
instrument in five of the visited parishes.

The REKAP is a measure of religious knowledge, attitudes, and practices. The
knowledge component is broken down into four subscales: Christian doctrine, Chris=
tian life, sacred scripture, and religious terminology.2 The table below presents the
scores on these subscales for the five parishes tested and for a sample ,1 957 other
eleventh and twelfth graders who took the test up to 1980-81.

Scores on REKAP Subscales
(Percent Correct)

Otristian Christian 'Sacred Religious
Den:trine Life gcripture Terms

Five PRE Parishes 63% 66 64 62
National PRE Averages 59 65 61 59

In order ta show the flavor of the items included on the REKAP measure;_ sample
items from each of these subscales and the effective and national sample PRE scores
on those items are shown in Exhibit 2.8.

While the national averages are based on a convenience sample of a large number
of Catholic youth who were in PRE programs, the PRE parish sample of effective pro-
grams is very striall for the purposes of comparison, and the range of scores that un-
derlie the means shown is considerable. Note, _however,that any differences between
the twa groups are rather small. Students in the five effective PRE programs chosen
for_ testing are not really any more knowledgeable than those in PRE prograrns in gen-
eraL

These data are only the smallest beginning toward addressing the question of the
knowledge-effectiveness of PRE programs. If, as seems inevitable from current
trends, the percentage of young Catholics receiving their instruction in parish settings
continues to grow then it is crucial to the future of Catholic religious education that
an in-depth study of the impaxt af these programs on religious knowledge be carried
out. We shall return to this issue in chapter 3, as we discuss student perceptions of
course content.

Questions 27 and 28 presented the students with a sefies of situations in which indi-
viduals had taken an action reflecting their ethical stand on a particular issue. The
complete texts of these scenarios are available in Appendix B. Exhibits 2.9 and 2.10
report the students' reactions to these situations.

EXhibit 2S can be briefly discussed. Except in the case of reporting a theft, at least
85% of the 5th through 8th grade students gave the preferred answer through-out, and
most af those not responding in the_ way expected were undecided. The exception is
the reporting of a theft. Here a consistent 15% were undecided; and it might be inter-
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EXHIBIT 2.8 &cores on Sample REKAP Items
(Percentage correct)

Effective National
PRE PRE

(N 86) (N

Curistian Doctrine

Which of the following is a Sarrament of lnidation?
Confirmation. (#4) 66 63

The Church honors Mary the-Mother ofjesus, primarily for
her... response in faith to God's call. (#15) 70 62

clitittian Life
Metithcs of-religous orders and-congregations are

distinguished from other Christians in that they: : : follow
God's call according to a common rule. (#12) 59 65

What is the Catholic belief about the judgment of God in
the case of a person who commits suicide? ... God judges
us by the whole_ of our lives including individual acts and
circumstances. (#16) 61

Sacred Scripture

Why:were several Gospels written instead of only one? ...
Different Gospels were written for different
communities. (#7) 34 29

"In the hcVnning was the Word ... and the Word became
ffeth." These words-frOni St John's gospel remind us
that Jesus is both God and man (#20) 75 76

RelAgious Terms

The Son of God becoming a man ... Incarnation. (#32) 63 41

The special teaching authority of the bishops and the
pope ... The magisteriurn. (#51) 30 27

esting in the future to probe why. Art they in fact &serving a code of silence? Do_they
think it is better to confront the student who did:the stealing ('1I saw what you did and
you better put it back before we all get in trouble)? Or do_ they want to know more
about the circumstances (maybe Linda really needs the money because her family is
poor)? Would the students have been more likely to report the incident if the thief had
been a boy? Since all these issues would influence responses, the question seems
ripe for further exploration.

The elementary school students who areiinvolved in parish religious education
programs display notably stricter moral standards than did the sample of 5th through
8th graders in Catholic elementary schbols in the Ek survey Given the same situa-
tions, here is how the two groups differed.

Percentage of Students Labeling an Action Wrong or very wrong

katon PRE 51b-80 Graders Nationwhk, EA Sample
Ignore Teacher 94% 84%
Shoplift 97 91
Lie About Homework 90 83
Drink Beer 86 74

0 id
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EMMET 2.9 5th through 8th Graders' Ratings of Various Actions
(Student Q27)

Ignore teacher

Average

Gender Family Composhion
Male Female 2 Parent 1 Parent

Very Right, Right 3% 5% 1% 3% 7%
Very Wrong, Wrong 94 91 95 93 91

Sb-ipliftradio
Very Right-Right 1 1 1 1 5
very Wirong Wrong 97 96 98 97 96

Report theft
Very Right,Right 82 78 82 80 84
Very Wrong, Wrong 5 , 6 5 5

Lie about homework
Very Right,-Right 2 1 -4 2
Very Wrong Wrong 90 91 88 87 97

Oritik I*2-r- at age 13
Very Mght Right _ _ 3 2 4 4
very Wrong, Wrong 84 87 85 84

Segregated housing
Veq Right-Right- 2 1 2 2 5
Very Wirong Wrong 95 94 95 95 91

EXHMIT 2.10 9th through
(Student Q28)

Shollift radio

12th Graders'

Average

Ratings of Various Actions

Gender Family Composition
Male Female 2 Parent 1 Parent

Very Right, Right 0% 0% 0% I% 2%
Very Wrong, Wrong 98 97 98 98 94

Lie _abouthomework
Wry Right,-Right 5 -4 5 4
V,Ty Wirong Wirong 80 76 84 79 86

AbOrtion at age 15
Very Right, Right 9 9 8 10
Very Wrong, Wrong 6,6 62 69 66 51

Drink beer at age 13
Very Right,-Right 12 13 12 13 12
Very Wirong Wrong 56 51 60 55 56

Intercourse at age 15
Very Right,_Right 12 13 10 11 19
Very Wrong, Wrong 53 48 58 55 43

Nuclearbombing of cities
Very RighkRight 5 4 6 8
Wry Wirong Wrong 82 80 85 82 87
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In addressing these moral diiemmas (Exhibit 2.10) the high school Students Slithy
the same rejection of shoplifting as the younger students but are considerably more
undecided (in the "homework- and "beer- questions_ For example, they are not
much More likely to say that lying about homework is right, but they are more likely
to be undecided. They are more likely to say that drinking beer at 13 is right, but
nearly a third are undecided on that issue. A similar proportion is undecided about
abortion and premarital intercourse.

The situations presented in Exhibit 2.10 also show differences between groups of
respondents. Boys are less likely to condemn premarital intercourse than:are_ girls.23
Of special,ihterest are the differences on those items by family composition. In both
taSeS, SitidentS from single-parent fah-lilies apparently have more permissive sexual
Standardz, than do the students from two-parent families. But given the small number
of Single-parent high school students, these differences cannot be considered relia:
ble.

Influences on Religious Thinking
In order to investigate what persons and experiences influenced the way the StudentS
"think about religion and the Catholic faith:: students were presented With a serieS Of
queStiOns (Q917105) concerning how much impact each of a series of sources had had
on their faith development. The findings from these questions are displayed in Ex-
hibit 2.11.

EXHIBIT 2,11 Influences on
(Percent "Very Much")

Religious Thinking

Gender 12m11y Composition Grades
Walt Fentale 2 Parent 1 Parent 5th - 8th 9th - 12th

Mother 50% 47% 52% 50% 49% 57% 45%

Personal experiences 37 34 39 38 31 31 42
Father 35 34 36 36 24 40 32

Priest, brother, or sister 24 23 25 24 27 30 21

Retreats, encounter groups, or
prayer groups

22 21 23 22 22 11 SO

Grandparents 22 19 25 21 30 32 16

Homilies 21 18 22 20 22 27 16

Classes in Catholic School 21 20 21 20 26 25 18

PRE classes 18 18 19 18 24 22 16

A certain catechist 18 15 20 18 19 23 14

Friends 17 14 18 16 20 16 17

Own reading 16 14 18 16 22 24 12

Siblings 15 13 16 15 18 20 12

A certain school teacher 14 13 14 13 16 16 12

Religious movies or TV 9 7 11 9 12 13 7
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At the level of group means; we find that rdigious influences fall into four broad
categories. First, and in a category all her own, is mother, the strongest influence on
all groups, with 50% of respondents reporting that she influenced their faith "very
much." The next influences, reported by between 30 and 40 percent of respondents,
are: "personal experiences'. and "father." Not surprisingly, the influence of father is
lowest in single,parent families, and father is a stronger influence than personal ex-
perience for elementary school students; while the reverse is true for high school stu-
dents.

A third category consists of all but one of the remaining options listed in the ques-
tionnaire and, at the level of grand means, is claimed as an influence by between 24
and 14 percent of the respondents. This includes all the remaining familial influences
and tbeeducational sources: Catholic school, PRE classes, homilies, and the like. Not-
able differences occur among these influences by grade in school. High school stu-
dents are much more likely than dementary students to report being influenced by
retreats and less likely to report being influenced by family members, or their own
reading.

The tendency for high school students to be more likely than elementary school
students to rate retreats as an important influence in their faith development is, at
least in part, a reflection _of the fact that retreats are more common in high schools
than inelementaryschools. But it also reflects a re-ordering of the importance of faith
influences by high school students. As is dear from Exhibit_2.11, three in ten high
school students indicate that retreats have influenced their faith life 'Very much," an
impact exceeded only by their parents and their personal experiences. Retreats, the
opportunity for high school students to experience religious community with their
peers in a setting that they can claim as their own (at least for a brief time) and in a
mannerdirected to their unique concerns and stage of faith development, are a pow-
erful influence. They2re all_the morepowerful when one considers that these singl,
or relatively infrequent; events, are rated nearlyas important as the on-going relation-
ships with parents, and the students own on-going life experiences.

M was noted by the site visitors and reported in Appendix A, the impact of these
experiences can be attested to by nearly all religious educators. A well-run retreat is
a spiritual "high" and a profound and personally moving experience for everyone in-
volved. And even when those running a retreat come home discouraged, wondering
what their students could possibly have_ taIen away from a weekend where every-
thing seemed to go wrong; they are frequently "surprised by joy" as parents call them
to report the profound effect that the weekend has had (at least temporarily) on their
offspring. High school retreats, if they are not already available to students in other
ways, should be a part of every PRE program.

The fourth category of influences on faith development, endorsed by only 10% of
the students; is that of media: rdigious movies or TV programs I have seen." TW fact
that this is much less likely than any of the other sources to be rated as a strong influ-
ence can be seen as either good or bad. It can be considered good if it is an indica-
tion that "televangelists" and similar religious broadcasting, which present theologies
often explicitly at odds with Catholic theology, are apparently not a major influence on
students who attend PRE programs. But it is bad to the extent that it indicates that
Catholics have not stepped forward with broadcasting and other media presentations
of sufficient quality to be a major impact on the faith life of these students.

Influences on "Being Catholic"
A final series of questions _(Q106-110) offered the students a list of five possible

"reasons for being Catholic," and asked how important each one was "to you person-
ally" These reasons, and the percentage of students responding that each was "very
important," are shown in Exhibit 2.12.
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EXHIBIT 212 __Reasons for Being Cabo lir
(Percent "Very Important"

laud_
Family Composition= -Grades

Male_ R-fte 2 Parent 1 Parent 5th -= Sth 9th - 12th

Infant baptism 73% 71% 74% 73% 71% 81% 67%
Parental affiliation 49 44 53 49 48 55 45
Like Catholic values 49 50 48 49 49 56 44
Weing-Catholic gives a sense of
identity

45 42 46 46 37 47 44

Going to Mass is best form of
worship

43 44 43 44 31 54 36

The fact that:they were baptized as infantsiis rated very important by at least tWo-
thirds of all categories of respondents and the temaining bur influences are_rated
very important by approximately 50% of the students. Notable differences in re-
sponses are:present in one case. High School students; probably as a reflection of a
general disaffection:fibm religion; are less likely to rate four of the five categories as
"very important." The brie exception, however, is very interesting. High school stu--
dents are nearly as likely as elementary students to say that "providrig a s-,-nse of iden:
tity" is very_important to them. Furthermore, this sense of identity is as itaportant for
the high _school students as is parental affiliation and CathOlic values, and more im,
portant than the mass as a fitntof worship. _Perhaps this reflects the presence of a
quasi-ethnic identifitation with CathOlicistri that will be expressed in later life as an
extrinsic religiousness, characterized by infrequent church attendance and only nom-
inal identification with the faith.24

rleere are few suprrises in this chapter. High school students consider themselveS
ss religious than elementary school students; boys ate less religious than girls.

Family religious practices, even "in the families of the students attending these PRE
programs, seem to be relatively infrequent. The images of God; Jesus; and Mary that
the students:hold are senerally thbse that reflect traditional Church teachings. Stu-
dents moral values Change from elementary school to high school, but predomi-
nantly in the direction of greater uncertainty rather than outright rejection of Church
teaching. Perhaps the most intriguing finding is the continued importance of "Catho-
lic identity" among high gthool students while all other "reaSOnS tbr being Catholic"
decline in importance. Do these students go on simply to become extrinsic and un-
involved religionists, or are they the Cathdlics most likely to become "teturnees,"=5
returning to active participation in later years? Addressing this question would be dif-
ficult but would result in considerable insight into the nature of faith development.
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Students in Parish Religious
Education Programs:
Views on Their catechists
and Programs

Views on Catechists

hat do students think about their parish religious education programs?
_This chapter examines the question in several ways: how students view

their catechist, what they think about the various educational resources and
activities used in their programs, and their opinion regarding program con-

tent. Also included is an analysis of two open-ended questions concerning
whether there was anything the program had left out, and whether there was any-
thing in particular that could be done to make PRE programs "as good as they can
be."

Several studies ofthe impact of education have pointed to the importance of individ-
ual teachers on student orientation towari learning: In this sample; iapproximately
one in five (18%) of the students says that "a certain catechist" influenced "very
much" the way he or she now thinksabout religiort(Q104).' Even the best planned
programs and materials cannot be effective inithe hands of a poor catechist. Con-
versely, a gocid teacher can go a long way toward overcoming a deficit in resources. It
is not surprising therefore, that considerable effort was spent in the student survey to
determine the nature of the catechists relation to the students.

Question 30 in the survey asked students to rate certain aspects of their PRE pro-
gram. Itcro of these_ aspects concerned catechists: their attit ude and their presenta-
tions. Since ratings for these questions do not vary by group (gender, family compo-
Sition, grade), the percentages presented are for all students responding.

Students' Overall Rating of Catechist

Attitude Presentations
Excellent 40% 23%
Good 43 45
Fair 12 22
Poor 4 6
Not Applicable 1 4

27
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TWo characteristics of these ratings are noteworthy. First, the 40% "excellent" rating
for attitude was the highest "excellent" rating of any of flie items in question 30, sun--
passing even "group activities." Second, the fact that 1% of the respondents listed che
catechist's attitude as "not applicable," and 4% gave that rating to the catechist'S preS-
entation may reflect failure to understand the word "catechist," which was not de-
fined in the questionnaire.

EXHIBIT 3.1 Ratings of Cateatist
(Student (231-34. 36, 38-40)

Tmal_

Gender rinilOaiposItlos Grades
Attle ik.itate 2 Parent I Parent 5tn - 8.th 9th - 1211i

My catechist really understands ret
Agree strcittgly-SoMeWhat 52% 51% 53% 52% 53% 56% 50%
Disagree strongly, Soot:what 18 17 18 18 19 12 22

Challenges me to thi .k about being Catholic
Agree strongly. Somewhat 70 71 70 71 71 69 71
Disagree strongly, Somewhat 9 9 10 10 7 9 9

Does not know-what it's like to be my age_
Agree strungly,SoMeWhat-- 31 3i 30 31 42 34 30
Disagree strongly, Somewhat 45 44 46 46 40 40 48

Has high expectations for program
Agree strongly_Somewhat 58 58 58 59 56 59 59
Disagree strongly, 5otneWhat 15 12 15 1 3 1 0 14 14

Likes me and my friends
Agree strongly, Somewhat
Disagree strongly, Somewhat

80
5

82
4

79
7

rm.,

5
85

4
80
6

81
5

Tries to keep in touch outside of class
Avec stron&lySomewhat 36 41 33 37 36 33 39
Disagree strongly, Somewhat 4 I 37 44 41 44 4 2 4 0

Tries to be aware of my home life
Agree strongly, Somewhat 43 44 42 42 50 4 7 41
Disagree strongly, Somewhat 28 27 30 29 29 78 28

Is not enthusiastic
Asree strongly, Somewhat 1 3 1 1 13 11 19 1 7 1 0
Disagree strongly, Somewhat 73 05 72 73 71 62 80

Other questions in the survey (Q31-34,36,38-40,42-43) further address students'
evaluation of the catechist, in a standard "strongly agree/strongly disagree" format.
Responses to these statements show very_little change across the groups of Students
we have been considering (see Exhibit 3.1). In general, the responses portray a pos-
itive image of catechists: they like_and challenge their students, have a reasonable un-
derstanding of them, and a significant minority make an effort to be knowledgeable
abOut matters that occur outsideof class. This confirms the perceptions of the site vis-
itors that good catechists are aware of what is going on in their students' lives and are
one of the major unrecognized assets of American Catholic parish life.

6
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Overall Ratings
If one were to paraphrase student reactions to the PRE programs that were studied,
the best single word would probably be "oka,,,:'' Responding on a 7-point scale ranging
from 1 (I like it very much) to 7 (I do not like it at all), only 15% of the students rate
the program 5, 6, or 7, but a full quarter (25%) of all students rate the program simply
"neutral"--a "4". Fifteen percent of the students give the best rating of "1" (see Ex-
hibit 3.2). Furthermore; these ratings are quite stable across the gx-oups of students
we have been examining; elementary school stucienb rate their programs slightly INA
not much, better than high school students rate theirs.

EXHIBIT 3.2 Overall Rating of °RE Programs Studied
( Percent of all students giving each response)

Percent

25

20

25%

15%
15

10

8%

3%

0
1

I LIKE IT
VERY MUCH

2 3 4

NEUTRAL

5 6 7

I DO NOT LIKE
IT AT ALL

Four other questions in the survey can be considered global ratings of the catech-
etical program. All are presented in strongly agree/strongly disagree format. They
are:

I would recommend this program to my friends who are not in it. (Q35)
Most students would not attend this program if their parents did not make them
come. (Q41)
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Most students really like attending the sessions. (Q74)
If I have children when I grow up I want them to have a program like this one.
(-Q86)
The responses to these questions (which; again; do riot vary across the groups of

students) arc shown in Exhibit 3.3. These ratings seem contradictory until one no-
tices that statements referring to '!most students tend to be negative (attending be-
cause of their parents; don't really like attending), while statements about the stu-
dents' own opinions t I would recommend it; I want my children to have the same)
tend to be more positive.

EXHIBIT 3.3 Global Ratings of PRE Programs Studied
(Percent Agree Strongly or Agree Somewhat )

Percent
80

71%

Would Students Most students Want
recommend attend like

program because attending program
to ftiends parents Q74 for my

Q35 make them kidS
Q41 Q86

Ratings of Program Resources and Activities
Auaitability

As discussed in chapter I, the staffquestionnaire addressed the availability of var-
ious resources for PRE programs (Staff Q22) but did not inquire as to which re-
sources were available for which program. However, this question is addressed in the
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student survey Student_question 30_asked the students how_ they_vvould "rate the fol-
lowing aspects of thisprogram:" One_ofthe options was "does not apph;" presumably
corresponding to a situation in which a particular resource, was either not available
or not used in a given program. These ratings are shown below

AspectS Of PRE Programs Rated "Not-Applicable"
(Percentage of all StudentS; Q30)

Music performed 40%
Guest speakers 33
Music heard 30
Role play I 28
Films, slides, or other visuals 14
Liturgies 11
Books and other reading materials 8
Group activities 2
Prayer opportunities 2

One may reasonably conclude from this information that performing and listening
to music, guest speakers, and role_playing, while they occur in a majority of PRE pro-
grams, are less frequent than the remaining resources and activities. Group activities
and prayer opportunities are nearly universal. Reports of the availability of these re-
sources do not vary by gender or family composition but, in one case, they are af-
fected by year in school. High schools programs are less likely to have reading mate-
rials (10% "not applicable) than elementary programs (4%).

Quality.
Ratings of the quality of resources and activities were surprisingly constant. With-

out oversimplifying, it can be reported that guest speakers, audiovisual aids, music
performed, music heard, and role playing were all rated 21% yxcellent, 35% good,
28% fair, and 15% poor. The remaining resources were rated higher

Resources/activities rated "good" or "excellent"
(Percentage of all students; Q30)

Discussions and group activities 77%
Opportunities for prayer 70
Liturgies 68
Books and other reading materials 61

While the ratings under discussion were constant with respect to gender and fam-
ily composition, there were some differences with respect to grade in schooL These
are displayed below

Resources/activities rated od" or "excellenr by grade in sthool
(Percentage of all students; Q30)

Elementary High Sekaal

Books and other reading materials 71% 54%
Learning games and role playing 66 56
Guest speakers 64 57
Audio-visuals 63 54
Music performed 61 46
Music heard 59 59

2.9
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Reasons for the lower high school ratings may be related to higher expectations. M
will be discussed below, student responses to two open-ended questions indicate a
certain desire on the part of the students for more current materials. If this means
that PRE programs have to attempt to compete with the popular media, the battle *ill
be lost before it is joined. Religious education programs and publisherS Simply do not
have the tek)urces to compete with the entertainment industry floweven_in some of
these areasrole playing, guest speakersoptions for increasing the quality of the
activities may be available at lower cost. In any case, these are areas that would seem
to require the attention of DREs working with high school students.

Ratings of Program Content
Stated content areas

The Student survey provided an interesting opportunity to obtain an overview of
the content of effective PRE programs. Student questions 44-71 asked whether the sui:
dent's catechetical program covered each of a series of content areas. The reSUlting
list provides a rather complete picture of current program content, kJ the respOnseS
are presented in some detail in Exhibit 3.4.

DifferenteS in program_ content by gender are relatively infrequent; and most seem
to eelate tb the areas of morality and sexuality with boys reporting that they receive
more instruction in those areas than girls. In addition, boys are more likely to report
that their classes addressed issues in making career choices.3

When we compare elementary and high school classes, the differenceS art Much
more common, but the pattern is just as clear. There is a consistent Shift in the high
school classes aWay from:areas of cognitionthe content Of the faith; Bible study
dOttrine, theOlogy, church history modes cif prayerarid toward socializationinter-
perSbrial relations, moral decision-making; communication skills, and the like. To
some extent this might be expected; only a finite amount of time is available _in
courses, and the infusing of a Catholic perspective on these issues would certainly be
an important aspect of PRE programs for this:age group.

But at the same rime, the figures in Exhibit 3.4 suggest that high SChool Stiiderits'
understandiog of their faith heritage is not progressing arid matdring with other
ate8 Of knOwledge. This is especially interesting in light of the site visitors' com-
ineritS CbricerningCatholic identity (see Appendix A). Just at the time when students'
identity as Catholics is being challenwd by both the culture and their evangeliol
peers, there is a de-emphasis on Catholic theology and doctrine. Further asseSSinentS
of PRE programs need to_address ways in which balance can be maintained betWeen
the need to address the issues of students maturing as persons, and their needs as
maturing Catholics.

Another rilajbr difference between grade school and high school programs occurs
inthe aee-4 of testing: High school programs are only about half as likely to test their
participants as are grade school programs. This presents further evidence of a _shift,
over time, away from the presentation of content toward emphasis on life experience
and life skills.

Open-ended questions
Question 90- of the student survey asked "what was left out" of their PRE programs,

and Question 111 asked whether there was anything else "you feel we should know in
order to make Catholic catechetical programs as good as they can be."

discusSion of how these open-ended responses were coded can be found in Ap-
pendixD, but for the present discussion_a few brief points seem important. In exam-
ining students' responses to the two questions, considerable overlap was found. ( In:
deed, in answering Q111, several students wrote simply, "See my answer to queStion
90.") Therefore, a single list of response categories was developed to describe both

4 0
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OCHIBIT 3.4 Program Content
(Percent responding "true" to each aspect

My PRE Program Teaches About ...

)

Total_

Gender Grades
Male Female 5th - 8th 9th - 12th

How to have a good life 82% 82% 82% 84% 80%

Old Testament stories 70 70 7() 77 66

How to understand myself 79 80 78 76 81

Parent-teen communication 51 53 50 47 54

New Testament stories 85 84 85 90 81

Love and Christianity 93 91 95 92 94

The meaning of the sacraments 84 83 84 90 80

Cidd's life in us 92 90 93 93 91

Understanding the Bible 63 64 62 76 54

Basic Catholic beliefs 77 79 75 82 73

Relationships 89 88 90 91 88

Relating to the opposite sex 38 41 35 15 52

How to make moral decisions 75 78 77 70 78

Specific moral issues 58 64 54 39 70

Other religions 41 40 42 44 38

Being a unique person 78 79 78 80 77

Proper place of sexuality 42 48 38 23 55

Evressing our own experiences 49 48 50 50 48

History of the Catholic Church 65 67 64 73 60

History of my own parish 32 33 31 42 26

How the Church is governed 56 58 55 68 49

Different ways of praying 73 74 72 78 69

How to make career choices 20 24 18 21 20

Dealing with religious doubt 68 72 64 67 68

Life of religioes men and women 55 54 55 61 51

Evil of racial hatred 49 48 49 51 47

Responsibility to the poor 63 62 64 70 59

My PRE program has tests 43 45 42 60 32

questions. Up to two separate responses were coded for each question. Exhibits 3.5
and 3.6 show the frequency of responses for these two questions. Some twenty-three
separate categories were used to coie the students' responses. They were:

1) Blank; 'No comment"; '7 have nothing to say".

2):_like ittbe way it is. This category includes those who_usee almost exactly those
words to those who felt the program was the most important thing that had ever hap-
pened to them:

41
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E(HMET 35 What Was Leh Out of
(Student Q90) less than 0.6%

Your Program?

Tcital Male Fekbale
Elementary
ktfobler

High
schoola

1: Blank/Nothing 74% 81% 70% 76% 74%

2: Like It As Is 1 I 1 2

3. More Discussion 8 6 10 8

4. More Doctrine 3 3 4 2 4

5. More Bible Study 2 2 2 2 2

6. More Evangelical 1 1 1 2

7. livelier 2 2

8. Greater Control i 1

9. Greater Community 1

10. Younger Teachers

11. Better Teachers

12. Rbif1eflsinChUrch 2

13. Mow Outside Activities 3 2 3 3

14. More Retreats

15. More About Other Religions 2 2

16: Treat Us Like Adults

17: Shorten Classes

18. More Audio-Visuals

19. More Current Materials 2 2

20. Too "Schoolish"

21. Too Religious

22. Let Kids Run It

23. Other 3 2 4 3

3) More open discussion; More teen concerns (sex, dating abortion, drugs, sui--
cick); Moral ckcision-making.

4)_ More Church histoiy; Doctrine; Catholic apologetics; Sacramental _theologv
The termapologetics is used here in its strict sense; this reflects those students who
asked to be taught how to defend their faith against the attackS of their evangelical
peers. The other terms are self-explanatory

5) More Bible study.

6) More Evangelical doctrine. A number of students reported evangelical spiritu-
alities and stated that what was missing from their classes was an emphasis on how
these were the last times; or that it was necessary to establish a relationship with Je-
sus as their personal savior.

7) Class is boring; needs to be livelier

8) Greater dass discOline is needed; Get thOse ul5o don't want to be in class out.

42
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EXHIBIT 3.6 What Would Make Programs As Good As Possible?
(Student Q ) 'less than 0.6%

Total Male Female
Elementary

schooler
High

schooler

1. Blank/Nothing 56% 64% 50% 54% 58%

2. Like lt AS IS 8 6 8 10 7

3. More Discussion 10 12 9 11

4. More Doctrine 2 2 3 1

5. More Bible Study 2 2 1

6. More Evangelical

7 Livelier 4 2

8; Greater Control

9. Greater Community 1

10. Younger Teachers 2 2 2

11. Better Teachers 1

12. Role of Teens in Church 0

13. More Outside Activities 5 4 6 8 4

14. More Retreats 2 2 2 2

15. More Abbut Other ReligionS

16. Treat Us Like Adults 1 1 1 0 2

17. ShOrteil 1 1 1

18. More Audio-Visuals 2 2 3

19. More Current Materials 2 2 3 1 3

20. ibo "Schoolish" 1 1 1

21-. ibo Religious

22: Let Kids Run It 1

23. Other 10 10 10 10

9) Greater sense of commilnity in the program. While those exact words are
never _used; this phrase reflects students' unhappiness at the presence of cliques in
the class or a desire that class members get to know each other better.

10) Theichers who uhster-Stand teens; Younger teachers.

11) Better-trained teacYerS; Tedthers whb care about teaching.

12) Evtain rote of teens in Church l6fe.

13) More outside aaivities-; More fun stuff

14) More retreats.

15)_ Learning about oth-er religions; Ecumenism. Some respondents indicate they
would like to ''shOp around" and decide what religion they would like to hold; others
indicate an educatkrial interest.

16) Treat us like grown-tps; Don't nag us.
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17) ShOrter or te.-S-s =frequent clakses.

18) More movies or otivr A=V

19) More current edacational materials; More current social/world issues.

20) Classes are too 'Schoolish":

21) Too strong an eniphasis on reltgion.

22) Let the kids run the clas.s; Material as presented Lc over our heads.

23) Other

The first and most notable characteristic of the responses to the open-ended ques-
tions is their absence. A majority of the students did not respond to these questions.
Getting respondents to an- Jer open-ended quef,Lioos at the end of long surveys is no!-
toriously difficult,4 and one way of dealing with this problem would simply be to call
the non-respondents missing" and report th! ref,ponses 2S_a percentage of those
who did actually respond. This would have the gfect of inflating all of the percentages
shown, making the responses seem more impurunt than they are. At the same time,
one suspects that those who take the time to write ma; be speaking for a much larger
constituency whofor one reason or another, are less likely to comment. Therefbre,
we pr1=:sent these data but request that appropriate caotion be applied in interpreting
them.

The responses highlight several issues that were also addressed in the site visitS
discussed in chapter 1 and Appendix A Among those students who made a comment,
the most frequent concerned discussionthe opportunity to bring one's own ideas
into the class and to discuss issues that were close to one's own concern& This was
noted by the site_visitors as a characteristic of effective programs and is called fOr by
the participants themselves. While such discussion is an important part of education,
we will see shortly that it is only part ofwhat the PRE program is trying to accomplish:
And; iii fact; a pattern of two separate "response styles" emerges among the minority
of students who had any comment to make. That is, students seemed to be asking
either fora teen group or religious education, not both. The responses seemed to be
in one of two forms. The first cartbe paraphrased this way:i

We need to have classes that tell us more about how to live our lives as teenagers,
classes that explain V.* the Church is against teen sex and abortion. Things have
changed, and the teache:rs don't understand what it's like to be young now. Dont
preach at us; let's have more open discussion about sex; abortion; drugs, and sui-
cide; and have more group activities.

The second response style can be paraphrased this way:
My teacher acts like the Church began in 1963. We need to know more about the
Church's entire history We need to know more about the Bible, and what it means,
and the basic stuff, like the Ten Commandments. Lastly, a lot of people in the class
don't want to be therei and they're really disruptive. It would be better if we could
have a class lust for those who want to go:
In light of the fact that these two composites emerge from students in programs

that were designated a priori as good programs, they indicate a basic tension for
DREs. Some of the students want a teen program; others want religious education.
The challenge, it would seem, is to educate the students to the imp wtance of both,
then tQeducate the students in both.

Another concern refleaed in the responses to the open-ended questions (and in
the report of the site visitors) has to do with the interaction of Catholic youth with
evangelical youth. The emphasis on ecumenism since the Second Vatican Council is
certainly to be preferred to triumphalism or attempts to corwert members of other
mainline denominations. However, the emphasis on ecumenism has progressed so

4 4
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far that many students receive no training whateverin Catholic apologetics and are
completely unprepared when confronted with a "Bible-bashing evangelical;' quoting
proof-texts to demonstrate that the pope is the Anti-Christ. Such encounters can be
traumatic to young Catholics just beginning a critical examination of their faith. Re-
search on persuasion and attitude change indicates that even minimal prior exposure
to such arguments can "inoculate" students against such atiacks. Several students re-
sponding made it clear that They wanted such help. In addition, the presence of re-
sponse category indicates thatboth elementary and high school students are being
exposed to such experiences, in some cases to the point that they therri,-elves have al-
ready adopted sola fides theologies. It is clear tEat teachers must prepare their stu-
dents to be able to defend their faith.

verall, the state of these effective PRE programs surveyed might best be de-
scribed as "read' or "in place" but in need of attention and strengthening.

Given that such programs are bound to be viewed, to a greater or lesser extent, as
more schoot:' the students attitudes toward PRE programs are relatively good.

While approval ratings for materials decline somewhat over time, students seem
happy with their catechists, and their catechists (as seen through the students' eyes)
seem motivated and ready to teach. The likelihood that catechists are rated as enthu-
siastic rises over time. The programs seem quite competent at infusing basic Catholic
for mation and socialization, as discussed in the previous chapter

But there is _a concern, evidenced here and voiced by the site visitors,:concerning a
basic aspect of these programsthat of the cognitive component of the programs.
Emphasis on the doctrine and content of the faith declines over time; to be replaced
by issues in interpersonal relations. Given the increasing involvement of the public
school system in such issues, the function of PRE programs becomes what the func-
tion of Catholic education has always been to infuse the individual's life with the mor-
als arid values derived from the Catholic tradition, and to bring that perspective to
bear on contemporary issues and daily living. If the CathOlic Church is to flourish in
the United States; these programs--which will bear the brunt of the educational bur-
den in the absence of the extensive parochial school system of the pastmust help
to produce not only dedicated Christians but informed Catholics.



ective Parisb Religious
Education Irograms:
Factors Linked to
Student Outcomes

ne of the questions religious educators commonly ask is, "What can we do
in my parish to strengthen the impact of PRE programs on children arid
youth" In the more formal educational literature this_question is normally

couched in the language of "inputs and outcomes:" Inputs are the factors
that influence how students learn and grow Some of them are beyond the

control of educators. Among these are the predispositions to learning that students
bring to the educational enterprise and the degree to which one's parents encourage
and reward learning. Other input factors are within the control of educators. These
potential determinants Of student outcomesindude administrative and program fac-
tors such aS characteristics of teachers; program resources; program goals; and pro-
gram content and methodology

In this chapter we seek to describe PRE input factors that are associated with stu-
dent outcomes, expecting that this new_information will have practical utility for ad-
ministrators, catechists, and program volunteers. To do this requires coming to terms
with the outcomes that PRE programs are designed to promote. These outcomes are
not particularlyeasy to define or measure.

In general terms; most would agree that the goals of PRE programs are to foster the
faith life of participants and to socialize them into active participation in the full life
of the Church. Involved, here, are cognitive, affective, and behavioral goals that might
be described as follows:

Cognitive. Developing anintellectual _understanding of and appreciation for The
content of the Christian faith in general and the Catholic heritage in particular.
Here the emphasis is on helping students to know the "stuff of faith, including
basic doctrinal and moral concepts, Scripture, and Church history
Affective. Fostering the development of a personal faith that is grounded in a
deep emotional or affectivebond with God and a deep personal reckoning with
the life, ministry death, and resurrection of Jesus.
Behavioral. Developing_values, behaviors, and life priorities that are consistent
with a personal faith: Dimensions here include both mining and _doing, where
commitments to Church and family, community and globe, are translated into
action.

This study provides a look at some but not all of these outcomes. Exhibit 4.1 lists
the five on which our search for input-outcome connections is based. The student
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EXHIBIT 41 Measures of Student Outcomes

Loving God
The degree to which student belie :es God is loving (student Q20 )

Closatess to God
The degree to which a student reports feeling close to God (Student Q25)

Closeness to Catholic Church
The degree tO WhiCh a Student reports feeling close to the Catholic Church (Student Q24 )

Closeness to paiiSh
The degree to which A Student reports feeling close to hiWher parish (Student Q26)

Positive moral values
The degree to which a student affirms loral positions taught by the Catholic Church (Student
Q27 & 28)

stirvey did hibt Seek to measure cognition. What treatment there was of this area is
diScUSSed in the Section entitled "Religious Knowledge" in chapter 2.

The five measures fall into the affective and behavioral categories._ We use scales
called loving God and closeness to God to approximate the:affective dimensiOn. The
other three (closeness to Catholic Church, closeness to parish, and positive mbral Val-
ues) represent the behavioral dimension. Though these five scales do ridt fu1l Cdver
all the important dOihains in the affective and_behavioral areas; they do give us a
pod StartingpOint for understanding how PRE programs work.

Thebasic question we ask is this: What PRE input factors are linked to where stu-
dents fall on these five scales We divide PRE input factors into five categories: student
background factors, family factors (es., the:frequency with which a family prays to-
gether or talks about their faith together), adMinistrative factors,process prograin fac-
tOrs (g., the pedagogical methods used in PRE programs) and content program fac=
tors (the topics, issues, or content covered in PRE programs). All of these examined
input factors are listed in Ekhibit

Inforihation about administrative factors is taken from the staff survey Information
about all other factors is taken from the student survey. In order to examine hOw ad=
ministrative factors relate to student outcomes, each of the_ seven stddents in each
parish was assigned the scores from the parish staffsurvey.' We- split the -student sam-
ples into two groupselementary (grades 578) and high school (grades 9-12)-=in or-
der to examine Whether inpuk-outcome relationships differ for these two age groups,

We use correlation coefficients to describe the connectionsi between inputs:and
outcomes. A correlation is a statistic which ranges between 1.0 and + 1.0 and de-
scribes the magnitude of relation. _In this:chapter, we discusseorrelations Of .20 or
higher With the sampleS used in this analysis (elementary 368; high school 524), a
correlation of .20 or higher is statisticallysignificant, suggesting that a meaningful re-
latibriShip exists between the variables in question.' A word of caution. A significant
correlation denotes relation; not causation. For example, we find that the quality of ca=
techists, as rated by students, is significantly related to students reports on clOseness
to parish. We do not know from:these data if high-quality catechists proinote rlaSe-
ness to parish or if students who feel closeito their parish tend to elevate their percep-
tions of catechists. I-Fence, we need to be clear that the methodobgy employed in this
chapter suggeks but does not conclusively prove how PRE programs impact students.

In this same regard, several other caveats are in order The information aboutpro=
gram process and content comes from students, and this may1 bring a certain-degree
of subjectivity to the analysis. The analysis is done on a constricted range Of PRE pro-
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EXHIBIT 42 Factors Examined for Impact on Students' Beliefs and Values

Student
Background

Factors

Age
sex
Years in PRF programs
Mother's education
Father's education

Family
Factors

Frequency of farnily prayer
Frequency of family religious conversadons
%Aber's involvement in PRE-program
Father's involvement in PRE program

PRE
AdMilliStratiVe

Factors

Program is related to CCD board (yes/no)
Program is related to parish education committee (yes/no)
Program is:related to parish council (yes/no)
Parish needs assessment done in last 3 years (yeS/no)
PRE program has specific budget (yes/no)
PRE program has written goals for catechists (yes/no)
Budget for PRE program
Number of teaching materials (video; films, audio, etc. )
Degree of s:coperation among staff
Degree of support from diocesan office
Number of catechists :

Percent of catechists Who are certified

PRE
Program
Factors:
Process

Program offers service projects (yes/no)
Frequency of PREprogram meetings
Amoum stUdent likeS PRE program
Quality of PRE program teaching & learning methods
Quality of catechists
Degree to which catechist discusses program with parents
Degree to which program uses tests & quizzes
Degree to which program relates-faith to personal experience
Degree to which students' friends attend this PRE program
Degree to which program is flexible & open to new ideas

PRE
Program
Factors:
Content

Program emphasis on:

teen-parent communication
love and Christian faith
meaning of sacraments
reading & .ffiderstanding Bible
friendship & communication
sex & dating
how to make moral decisions
moral issues like abortion and nuclear weapons
history of Catheilic Church
on learning to deal with_ religious doubts
teaching responsibility for the poor
self-understanding
practical real-life applications of faith

gramsthosenominated as particularly effective._We do_not know how_ well linkages
described in this chapter generalize to all PRE programs. FinaN notall potentially
important administrative and program factors were measured in the surveys: Accord-
ingl};,an analysis, is limited to the issues that were covered, knowing that future re-
search isneeded to expand on the work described in this report. But-what we can
offer :in this_report are some important tentative conclusions about PRE programs
which can guide future research and inform current discussion abOut WayS to
strengthen PRE programs.
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Predictors of Stiutent
Outcomes_
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Exhibits 4.3 and 4.4 present input factors that are linked to the ht'eQutcome1mea7
sures. Linkages for elementary-age youth (grades 5-8) are found in Exhibit 4.3, and
linkages for high school youth are in Exhibit 4.4.

EXHIBIT 4.3 Factors Liriked to Student Outcomes: Elementary Grades (1-8)
Only correlations of ± :20 or stronger are listed

FACTORS Loving God Closeness to God
Clof- mess to:

Catholic Church Closeness to Patish Positive Moral Values

Student
Background

Family Mother's involvement
in PRE, .21

Mother's
Involvement
in PFLE, .26

Administration

PRE program
has written
_goals; .25

_Number of
meetings per
month, .20

PRE Program:
ProceSs

Liking for PRE
program, .22

Quality oflprogram
methods, .22

Illdng for
PRE program, .40

QUality ofiprogram
methods, .29

Quality of catchists, .28

Liking for PRE
program, .4-5

Quality of program
methods, .34

Quality oftatechiSts, .30
Delgee open &

fliiibie, .22

Has test &
quizzes, .30

PRE Program:
Content

Em phases

Parent-Wen
communication, .32

Love & faith; .31
Sacra ments , . 28

Religious doubtS, .25

Self-understanding, .25
Practical faith, .23

Parent-teen
communication, .21

Parent-teen
communication, .29

Self-understanding ,24
Practical faith; .24

Friendship &
communication, .21

flow to make
moral decisions; .40

Love & faith, .38
&Craments, .37

Religious doubts, .36
Responsibility

for the poor, .31
Sex & dating .30
Reading & under--

standing the Bible, .25
Self-understanding; .20
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Major findings can be summarized in these seven statements.

1. Student background factors are not strongly linked to outcomes. Stuient scores
on_each of the five outcome measures do not show strong differences as a function of
age, sex; parental education, or years of participation in a PRE program. This latter
point means; for example; that 5th graders are about as likely to feel cloSe to GOd as

EXHIBIT 4.4 Factors Linked to Student Outcomes: High Grades (9-12)
Only correlations of ± .20 or stronger are liSted

FACTORS Loving God Closeness to God Closeness to
Catholic Church Closeness to Parish Positive Moral Values

Student
Background

Family
Frequency of

family religious
conversation, .20

Frequency of
family religious

conversation; .25

Frequency of
family religious

conversation, .26

Frequency of
family religious

conversation, .20

Administration

PRE Program:
Process

Quality of
catechists, .27

Quality of
program

methodS, .22

Quality of
catechists, .21

Liking for PRE
_program, .32

Quality of catechists, .30

QualitY orprogram
methods, .23

Friends attend, .20

Quality of catechists, .36
Qbality of program

methods, .36
Degree open & flexible, .27

Friends attend, .23

Quality of program
methods, ,21

Quality of
catechists, .20

PRE Program:
-Content
Emphases

Religious
doubts, .20

Read &
understand

the Bible, .20

Selfunderstanding-26
Religious doubts, .26

Practical faith, .24

Practical faith, .28
Patent-teen

communication, .26
Religious doubts, .26

Self-understanding, .22
Friendship & _

communication, .21

Love & faith, .20
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8th graders or 12th graders. At first glance; this may seem to he -bad news. for we
hope that each year of experience_with PRE adds some increment ft liffeait and be-
havioral goals._ But there_are other considerations that renderithiS "bad news" judg,
ment_prematurc One is that the outcome measures employed in this study_ may not
be_ particularly sensitive to gradations in- commitment. AnOther is that ihough we do
not find evidence of growth related to PRE experience._neither_do we find any major
tendency toward "backsliding." Other research commonly _finds that students in the
junior and-senior high school years strUggle_with religious doubt and often disengage
from religibUS institutions.:!_ In this study, a case can be made that length Of-ekpOSure
tO PRE programs might _prevent or retard this rather typical adOleScent disengage-
Ment from Church and faith.'

2. PRE administrative_factors,_ as measured, are not closely ilinked to student Otit-_
toth6. We do not fmd any strong evidence that factors such as budget, Certification of
Catechists, and degree of diocesan support greatly affect StUdent Out-dines. We sus-
pect that there may be a correlation,but these datainclicated that only in th f_-. case of
elementary students'_ "closeness to God" do adniiiirstrative factors_ emerge as note-
worthy, correlares. One explanation is that_the effects_ of good administration are
masked. AdthiniStrative factors likely influence the quality of the PRE program, and
the pRE program, in _both_ itsiprocess and_content, appears to make a differente in
Sill-dent outcomes. Another, explanation is that the staff survey, which WAS SOurce for
All information_about administration, did not cover what might be Seime of the most
determining administrative factors. Areas not adequately sur_Veyed,_ for example, in-
clude whether the DRE is, fulkime or part7time, the Cliinate that prevails in the PRE
program, and the kind of leadersHp exercised by the PRE staff.

3. Student outcomes are strongly linked to program factors. Both procedural and
content factors repeatedly appear as significant linkages.

4. Most student outcome measures are positively associated with these program
process factors: students' ratings of the quality of catechiSts (.-g.; the degree to which
catechists are seen as caring and competent), the qiiality of program methods (e.g.,
how students rate reading materials, presentations, music, liturgies, and discussions),
and the degree to which students report liking their PRE program. These three fac:
tors seem important to both elementary-aged and high school youth. The linkages
are particularly strong for closeness to parish.

5. Outcome scores on closeness to parish and closeness to Catholic Church are
h*,her for high school youth who report that many of their friends attend the Same
PRE program, compared to youth who report less participation by friends This attests
tO the power of peers in religious education.

6. Program content is consistently related to outcomes. It appears that What mat-
terS is not so much traditional intellectual content about theology, Bible, and Church
but the:degree of emphasis on helping youth with the struggle of mking faith rele-
vant to their major life struggles and questions. We know from other research that the
major agenda in the lives of adolescents includes things like sexuality communication
with parents, making moral decisions, doubt, making and keeping friends, and un=
demanding the self. It appears that PRE programs that take on these iSSues and apply
faith perspectives to them are the ones that successfully promOte the kinds of out-
comes that are sought. Hence, what works seems to be a kind of ekperientially-based
program which "goes with" the agendas that students bring to PRE. This is not to say
that traditional content is unimportant. Note that the_factors called "read and under:
stand the Bible" and "teach about the sacraments" occasionally appear as significant
correlates.
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Conclusions

_7. Family factors are also important, particularly in the high school years. Swdents
whose parents are involved in their PRE-program and students who experience en-
gagement with faith issues as part of family life are more likely thanother:students to
report favorable outcomes. This is an important finding which reaffirms that families
and church-based programs_constitute an important_ partnership._ The suggestion
here is _that programs_best iffect_students when the family is_ considered part of the
religious education tearm Without faith-supporting activities at home, many youth fall
prey to_ a religious skepticism_ that _grows and festers. When parents are seen as me-
chanical religionists who practice the faith only at Mass, adolescents tend to learn that
faith is an adult game that really has no important tie to- work or family or life deci-
sions. The family-that practices faith models a mature faith, and the message does not
escape our children. Note that family factors are more important during the high
school years_than during the elementary years. This corresponds with the age-related
timing of religious doubt and skepticism,

any of _the input factors examined in this chapter are linked to each other and
are hence somewhat _redundant in:influence. For example,: students' ratings of

program methods_ are :highly correlated with ratings of catechists, suggesting that
these are- not independent factors exercising independent or discrete influence. We
used additional statistical techniques-to help us isolate the most important linkages to
student outcomes after these redundancies are statistically controlled.-

For high school students;_aset of five input factors_explains a great deal about their
location_onthe outcome measures.8 Generally speaking, these five are the most im-
portant linkages:

Frequency of family religious conversations
Program emphasis on reading and understanding the Bible
Program emphasis on a "faith which is practical"
Program emphasis on promoting self-understanding
How much_ one l ikes PRE

_ When a young person has these five things working for himiher, positive values and
beliefs are particularly high. The good news is that each of theseand particularly
the first fourare within religious educators sphere of influence. Three of them
have to do with program content emphases.

Each ought not be interpreted in a rigid; literal way but rather taken to representa
kind Of approach to PRE. The message seems to be that traditional substance ( Bi-
bk)when combined_with helping students experience_and feel and apply the faith to
their uniquelife dramas (i.e., practical faith, self-understanding) is a particularly pow-
erful formula. The point is that the combination of substance and experiential learn-
ing works hand in hand and that one without the other does not work as well. ThiS
reiterates the earlier findings from the open-ended questions in the student survey
concerning the desirability of a combination of approaches to PRE. With this combi-
nation; faitbisalive; _real, and dynamic,

We see again_theimportance_of family as a partner in religious education. The ef-
fect of PRE-programs _is strengthened when the family is a partner and weakened
when families choose to let the parish do it all,The implication here is that the effec-
five religious educator works not only -with children:and young people but also with
parents to strengthen the family's role in faith and value development.
_The fifth factorliking for PREis a bit more dusive from _a programming point

of view We know that liking for PRE is partly predicated on the three program em-
phases discussed_above It is also tied _to having one's friends involved in the same
program; suggesting that efforts to build and sustain close interpersonal relationships
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within a PRE group are a worthwhile goal. We- also know that liking for PRE is tied to
experiencing a program that is "fun and enjoyable" (student Q77). Thete are Of
course, a number of ways to promote such fun, via games, outingS, and eVerits. That
seems to be important here. But youth are telling us; we think; that the effective PRE
Program is One of balanee----there is time for fun and games and time for friendship-
making; but a high priority is also given to content.

For students in the elementary years (grades 5-8), the most powerful ingredients
are both similar and different. In terms of similar4 we finsi evidence that each of the
five factors found important for senior high school_ youth are alsO 8ttohgly lihked tb
Student outcomes for elementary youth. But two additional factors emerge for eleinen-
tary Sthotil Students. One is program emphasis on parent-teen conversatiort What d-
eniebtai* Students seem to be saying is that during the young adolescent years par-
ents are particularly crucial for helping them deal with the "big" questions of identity
values, and faith, questions given birth in the 5th-8th grade period. PRE programs
that encourage dialogue, or help in initiating dialogue, are probably seen by students
as particularly helpful. In turn, this predisposes them to "catch" what PRE prOgrams
seek to teach.

The Other factor is frequency with which elementary school PRE groups meet. Stu-
dent biii.ciffirries are stronger for youth who hate mor? exposure to PRE programming.
Since nearly all (85% programs meet four times a month, we suspect that the mean-
ingful difference in quality comes via outings, retreats, and service projects.

3



Summary and
Implications

n considering what has been learned from this study of effective parish reli-
gious education programs, it will be instructive to look again at the scope and

limitations of the-surveys.
Eighty-three dioceses nominated as effective a total of 258 PRE programs.

Each of the parishes was contacted,_ and :146 agreed _to _participate in the survey
Each then filled out a staff survey and was asked to distribute seven student slirveys
to a random sample of boys and girls in the PRE programs. Most parishes returned all
seven.

The student and staff surveys cannot tell us what distinguishes effective programs
from ineffective ones, since all of the PRE programs involved were nominated as
being more effective a priori. They cannot conclusively tell us what the impact_of
these effective programs is on their students; since the_ questionnaires were admin,
istered only once and therefore _cannot display change _over time. Also, there was no
"control group" of Catholic youth of the same age not involved in _these programs.

What can be-gleaned from this report, as we have demonstrated in the previous
chapters,-is twofold.-First, we have presented "state of the program" information con-
cerning the staff and students of programs considered effective by diocesan offices
what these exemplary programs are like, what content areas are being covered with
elementary and high_ school_ students, what the staffing situation is, what percent of
the catechists arepaid or volunteer, what the students are like, what they believe, and
what they like and dislike about program staff and content.

Secondly, we have, captured :some sense of the dynamics of the interrelations
among these staff and_student characteristics and how they combine and interact in
such programs. In chapter 4, we use the data at hand, fallible though it is, to veculate
about program factors which are particularly linked to student outcomes.

In thisconcluding chapter, we will briefly review what we have seen in the pre-
vious chapters and address the implication of these findings for conducting effective
parish religious-education programs.

Based on both the results of the staff survey and the observation of the site visitors
presented in Appendix A, there are a number of major findings concerning parish re-
ligious education programs.

I) Quality does not Oiejly ms.ult from finanal-. It was repeatedly noted that good
programs were not just tile programs that had the greatest number of resources and
the strorgest support. Such assets go a long way toward making a good program bet-

5 4
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ter, and anyone_serious about the improvement of parish religious education must be
willing_ to provide financial resources. :These resources, however, will be ineffective
without planning-goal setting, and leadership.

:It often seemed toil-5e the case that, wherever there was a need; there wits_a way Of
addressing that need. Students- seemed_ ready to_ _receive whatever type of program
the pariSh was able to offerr, and the degree to _which they felt directlyinyoked (class
discussions; retreats) seemed_to_determine how happy they were with their pro-
grams: Also, one would expect that students do not require more from their PRE pro-
grams than they do from their community Students in more-"upscale,- higher-in-
come commw :Ines no doubt have higher expectations, and their programs no dotibt
havehigher budgets; those from poorer communities apparently do not expect their
religious educat-ion programs to be as resource-intensive:

: In skirt; this is not an argument in favor of cutting PRE budgets; _rather, it indicates
that:those responsible for PRE do as well as they can with what is available, and gen-
erally the outcome is well-received.

2) catechist training is a central issue. Both the site visits and the staff survey
made it clear that the majority of catechists are unpaid but recruited, based on the
DRE's impression of the person's catechetical -abilities. Programs _that bad -access to
diocesan-level catechist training seemed veryhappy to_have such an opportunity and
those involved with such training; although in_ the minority_had high praise for_ it: If
the Catholic_Churchin_the_United_States is_going to increase its reliance on PRE for
the_ formation of its members; greater attention needs to be paid to the competence of
its catechist& _This leads directly to the next issue.

3) Wherehas all the doctrine gone? Apparently most of the religious doctrine con-
veyed _in PRE programs is conveyed in e*mentary school leveliprograms;Avith high
school level programs emphasizing the affective and beliavioral_rather than the cog-
nitive aspects of faith. This_occurs ata_time when; previous research informs us, stu-
dents are driftingaway from formal religious concerns anyway. Is this, then, an appro-
priate response to_an apparently "natural- developmental stage? Is it a-good idea, to
"back off on doctrine since student interest is declining anyway? Is it better to give
the students practical -religion -that addresses their concerns -and the decisions they
are facing-in-terms of lifestyle-than to burden them with detailed doctrinalissues?

Certainly it is important to help students at_this crucialstage of-development-learn
how to apply their_ faith to an increasingly complexlife: Simple requirements of_time
Vvill dictate that; as other issues need to he dealt with, training in doctrine will re-
ceive less attention:At the same time, an understanding of the faith, if it is to:serve the
believer well, must mature even as the person's understanding of mathematics, social
studies, and all other areas of learning must mature. Arid here, no doubt; is part of the
problem.- Conveying the complexities of the Christian understanding simply requires
more training at the high school level than at the elementary school level Many PRE
programs may simply not have people with sufficient background to teach doctrine to
high school students.

One way to address this question_ is through catechist training. But training takes
time; time that many catechists are already giving-away free. Family catechesis-woUld
beanother answer, but even people highly trained in catechesis notethe considerable
difficulties in attemptirts to "talk religion" with one's own adolescent children-.

The issUe is a difficult one, but until kis_ resolved, the issue of "Catholic identity"
raised by the site visitors and valued by the high school studentswill remain prob-
lematic,

4) Religious deuelopnrent is strong. As we-have noted; family religious practice as
measured-is relatively infrequent. But when it does occur, it tends to be related to a
strong and positive image of Gbd, independent of the simple effects of background or
demographics. The- other factor_influencing belief; as discussed in chapter 3, is the
content of the catechetical program to which students are being exposed.
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These two findings cast our descriptive statistics into an Interesting.light. Because
the ratings of God andJesus and Mary are so high, one might argue that that-the stu-
dents are simply-telling the- researchers what they want to hear. But the findings on
the factors contributing _to those religious orientations paint_a_ more_ positive picture.
Students;_atleast to_some extent, live.the. God they experience-. If their family_brings
Godto them through_prayer and_discussion;.if theyare happy with what they are re-
ceiving.in.their catechetical program, they view God as nurturing.

Perhaps related to this is_the finding concerning Jesus and _Mary images._ We noted
that Jesus and Mary images are strongly related and that characteristics ascribed to
the one tend to be ascribed to the other. But-the strongest relation between descrip-
tions of Jesus and Mary had to do with the adjective Irrelevant." If Jesus or Mary was
seen as irrelevant; the other was likely to be_perceived_the.same_ way The_strength .Of
thisrelation suggests that..these_two_ questionsIs Jesus relevant to you? Ls _Mary ref-
evantto_you? are really only oneIs religion relevant to you? This wouid indicate.not
only that Marian devotion is, alive and well withithese students, but,that, at least
among thestudents in ,these.programs, there is a desire, as the site visitors noted, to
understand their lives in -religious terms.

5) Values are strong. We-have seen that.the values Of these students_are strong,.In-
asmuch_ as these students _do_ not attend parochial schools; this tit rength of values is
testimony_to their_parents, inculcating a Catholic value system through their own
teaching and _example_

As the students progress from elementary to high school, their-stands on -moral -is-
sues, -while for the most part continuingto reflect a Catholic moral position, begin in-_
creasingly to shade toward indecision. Part of this-change is simply the cognitive and
moral development-involved at-this stage andthe fact_that condemnationis tempered
with compassion. _This_ also _indicates the appropriateness..of theincreasing emphasis
on_ moral _decision-making _for highschool_ students, noted in .chapter 3,

6) Catechetical programsare rated positive, _with room for impitwenient. Overall,
students who_ are in the effectiveprograms rate them as good. -This, of course, reflects
a biased sample; these are good_ programs to start with. Furthermore, students with
the least favorable attitude-toward the program -probablv-do not attend at all, or-may
have been less likely to fill out the-survey But it should_ be noted .that, _among those
Who had any written comment at all about their program; :1 number say that they _Ii-
ked it just the_way it was, We noted_also in chapter 4 the curious tendency for students
to_ say _that _they liked the .program (they would recommend it for their _friends and
children) but that the other students-didn't (they-only attended because-their parents
made them). This may reflect either the impact of a small group of vocally dissatisfied
participants, or a distinction between the students' private opinion ("this is pretty in-
terestiN") and public presumption ("everybody hates school").

7-)- Catechists are big,hly . rated and well-liked .. _Catech ists _are _among the_ most
highly rated _daft_ aspects of the PRE _programs, and,_ as was noted in _chapter 3; a
highlyrated catechistcontributes to a more positive faith. The overall ratings for the
catechists are all the stronger in light of the fact that at least some students were en-
tirely willing to criticize their catechists. In a small number of written responses;
comments were made concerning catechists who "didn't understand kids." In an-
other case a student wrote, "I know you_ have_ to take who you can iget_but }Int might
at_least try to:find somebody .who.wants to teaCh-" We poim_to_ these_ responsesio
demonstrate_that; when_things.were bad;.students were willing to say so: Apparentl);
for_most students; even if they didn't like the other asr- ,s of their program, their ca7
techist shone through as.interested, dedicated, and pi. cd. The central component
of any educational programthe teachergets higli marks from the students in
these PRE programs.

.8) Effective programs _are well-structured. Because . this study_ examined that_ seg-
ment of PRE programs viewed as particularly effective; we can learn something sig-
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nificant from administrative elements that typify these effective programs. We cannot
tell in any absolute sense whether some or all of the characteristics are unique to ef;
fective programs. Perhaps some are simply universal. Without comparisons to legs el-
fective programs, we cannot be sure. But it is intuitively plausible that Some of the fac-
tors common to effective programs play_a role in making a prograin succeSsful. We
cite here, baSed on our interpretation of the findings; recommended administrative
actions for all PRE programs_ They are:

Develop written goals for the PRE program and the catechetical staff and trans-
late them into concrete and specific objectives
Place high emphasis on the training of catechists, particularly in the area of dOc=
trine
Offet service projects and retreat experiences for junior and senior high ybuth
US&_pAtigh liturgical events as a catechetical opportunity for both children and
adults

9) Efiktive programs are both life- and faith-enhancing Chapter 4 argues that
positive student outcomes are strongly linked ito programs that balance attention to
traditional content (Bible; itheology Church) with an emphasis on helot* youth gee
that faith means living religiously in daily life cmcumstanceS. EffeetiVe PRE:programs
ktiow how to make faith relevant:to the turmoil of adolescence. Successful pRE oth-
giailt find Creative ways for students to learn that faith speaks to life and the many
decisions and choices it present& We suspect that catechists who know how to help
youth with the practical side of faith learned how to do this in the crucible of their
own adolescent experiences. This know-how may not be trainable or teachable. If not,
this may have important implications for recruitment of catechists. CatethiStS ShObld
be capable Of personal witness.

10) Effeetwe programs involve familks. Positive student outcomes appear to be
prditibted by faibilies Who actively practice and discuss the faith at home. Yet; we dis-
cover that most PRE students report that their families do not talk about the faith or
pray together. It is clear that there is work to be done here. Two of the best ways to
strengthen PRE students' commitments to faith and Church and positive values are to
teach parents the importance of family religious practices ond to offer practical advice
on how to do thiS. The importance of thiS challenge cannot be overstated.



Some Major Findings

Effective Parish Religious Education Programs:
Administrative and Program Factors

The director of religious education (DRE) holdS a position of unique importance
in the overall leadership of the parish religious education (PRE) programs in this
study; in 84% of the parishes the person primarily responsible for completing the
staff survey was the DM_
Sixty-six percent of these programs have written goals, and 80% have a specific
budget. No strong relation was found between size of budget and program effec-
tiveness.
Shared planning and coordination with a lay group such as CCD Board character-
ize nearly all these effective programs.
Nearly 70% of the repondents receive "very high" or "moderately high" support
from the ilkIcese for their PRE program.
Overall; effective PRE programs average 1 catechist for each 10 participants.
Respondents (97%) report mil-going recruitment of both catechists and support
personnel.
Sixty-two percent report that their catechists are not formally certified.
Programs that deal with sacramental preparation (97%) and scripture (85%) are
thetypes most offered for adults.
The rnalority of effective PRE programs have regular service projects for junior and
senior high school students.

Students in PatiSh Religious Education Programs:
Religious Behavior; Beliefs; Values; and Influences

Family religious practice is rather infrequent; a majority of students say that their
families "hardly ever" pray together (aside from meals) and that they rarely dis-
cuss religious topics.
Replicating a_very common finding, girls were somewhat more religious than boys
on many of the measures of religiousness assessed.
High school students are more likely to say they are "unsure" concerning actions
that they formerly considered wrong.
Students tend to form similar images of Jesus and Mary (gentle, warm, patient,
comforting, loving) but these are not strongly related to any particular image of
God.
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Cbapter3_

Mord Eirectite Parish Religious Education for Children and Young Peopk

Students in Parish Religious Education Programs:
Views on Their Programs and Catechists

Catechists _are well-liked_ by their students. -Eighty-three percent of students rate
their catechist's attitude as excellent or good, and 68% rate their presentations ex-
cellent or good. Students' general image of their catechist is of a person Who likes
and challenges students, has a good understanding of thern,:and often makes an ef-
fort to be knowledgable about the student's life.outside the class.
Students give their _programs good...ratings when asked their own opinion, but
seem .to.think_that.''other students"_are not_ as happy as they are.
High.school.students have lower ratings of PRE resources and activities than ele-
mentary school students.
Compared to elementary school PRE programs, high school PREprograms are less
likely to deal with doctrine, theology Church history; prayer; _and _Bible study and
are more likely:to deal with interpersonal relations, moral decision-making; corn-
rnunication skills_and. the
The_ single_most4requently requested addition to the PRE programs is _more stu=
dent-lead _discussion about topics of interest to them personally Second most fre:
quent is outside activities.

Effective Palish Religious Education Programs:
Factors Linked to Student Outcomes

In order to estimate how PRE programs affect children and young:people, fiveout-
come scales were constructed. These are: ithe_ degree to which God is:viewed as
loving, closeness to God, closeness to parish, closeness to the Catholic Church, and
positive moral values.
Student scores on each &the five outcome measures do not differ strongly as a
ftinction of_agesex; parental education; or years ofparticipation in a PRE program.
PRE administrative factors, as measured, are not linked to student outcomes. We do
not find any strong evidence that facrorssuch as budget, certification of catechists,
and degree of diocesan support greatly influence student outcomes.
Moststudent outcome measures are positively associated with three program pro-
cess factors: students' ratings Of the quality of catechism (eg.; the degree to which
catechists are:seen_ as caring and competent); the quality of program methods
(eg., how students rate reading materials, presentations, rnusic, liturgies, and dis-
cussions) and the degree to which students report liking their PRE program. :

Program content is consistently related to outcomes. It appears that what matters is
not so much isolated intellectual content about doctrine, Bible; and Church but the
degree of emphasis on using this knowledge to help youthwith the struggle of
making faith relevant to _theirmaior_life_struggles and questions.
Family factors are also important, particularly in the high school years. Students
whose parents are involved in their PRE program and students who experience en-
gagement with faith issues as part of family life are more likely than othci students
to report favorable outcomes.
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Effective Parish Religious Education Programs:
A view from the Field

Field observers reported that there were two major characteristics of successful
parish religious education programs:
a sense of responsibility for and ownership of the program shared by a large

number of people in:the parish
eiqaTicit_vision and planning process guiding the program:

The organization of successful programs had often developed in response to some
crisis in the way religious education had reviously been conducted (e. g., the dos-
ing of a school).
Much effective catechesis occurs in the context of other liturgical events: sacramen-
tal preparation, liturgical planning, and Sunday liturgies.
The quality of the relationship between the pastor and the director of religious ed-
ucationhaS direct and profound impact on program quality
Program quality was =strongly related to the financial status of the parish:
Programs tend to take either an educational tone (often in parishes with schools)
or a ministerial tone; differences in tone do not seem to affect program effective-
ness.
The weakest characteristic of each of these programs was in religious instruction:
the conveying Of the content of the faith, its doctrines and history
Affective goalsthe establishment of prayer life_and_ageneral "religious tone" to
thelives of the studentsseemed particularly emphasized in these programs:
Behavioral goalsthe establishment of proper behavior and introduction into the
local church communitywere also emphasized.
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4. All question numbers in this chapter refer to the student questionnaire:
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otherwise noted.
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asked about specific frequencies of practices (e.g, once a week, 2-3 times a month,
while the REKAP/REO1 data used response categories such as "often" and "occasion-
ally")

7. Differenc2 in family prayer by family composition, p<.02.

8. For a summary of the evidence concerning gender differences in religiousness,
see Argyle, M., & Beit-Hallahmi, B. (1975). The social psychology of religion. London:
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lated attitude& Minneapolis: Search Institute; Princeton Religious Research Center.
(1984). Religion in America. Princeton, NJ: Author; Potvin et al. (1976). Religion and
Ameriam youth. Washington, DC: U.S. Catholic Conference.

11. Differences in prayer style by gender: "by asking for things I need," p<.05; "by
using prayers from books or memory" p<.02; "by reading the Bible," p<.02; others
p<.005.

12. Differences in prayer style by family composition: "by asking for things I need,"
p<:05; others p<:005,

13. For treatments of several approaches to God image research, see Spilka et al.
(1985); chapters 3 and 4:

14. see Fee, J. L., Greeley, A. M., McCready, W C., & Sullivan, T. A. (1981). Young
Catholics in the azited States and Canada. Los Angeles: Sadlier.

15. Differences for God as "Father" by family composition, p.01.

16 See Spilka 2t al. (1985), chapter 10.

17, This, of_ course, isnot to_ deny the validity of such imagery_(see; for example,
the commentaries on the Song of Solomon) or to overlook its strong presence in
mystical writings (Teresa of Avila, William Blake) but only to note the difficulty that
most people of this age group have in integrating such concepts into their God im-
age.

18. , For those familiar with the_ Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient,
the intercorrelation matrix for the "religious" God imageS iS as folloWS:
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Protector
Savior
Maser
Redeemer
Creator

Savior
.46

Master
.24
.30

Redeemer
.37
.45
.37

Creator
.35
.45
.34
.49

FaWer
.25

.31
.31

.37

.45

All other God-image intercorrelations are less than .30 except for that between
Protector and Friend (.30).

19. The main difference in the ratings of Jesus and Mary is the likelihcod of each
being considered "intelligent:' A possible explanation for tiiis difference lies in what
the students recall from Scripture. In the Gospels, Jesus is often seen_ in debate with
various adversaries, a difficulty to which lie responds with acumen. In contrast the
Gospels do not offer us corresponding accounts of Mary's debating prowess. ThuS,
her intelligence is not called into question_ (52% of the students say it is very likely she
is intelligent); but rather, it is simply never put on display

_20. The correlation between the ratings ofJesus and Mary on each adjective was as
fol lows:.

Irrelevant .72 Loving .49
Unimportant .58 Gentle .42
Stern .53 Intel] igent .35
Challenging .52 Patient .33
Distant .51 Warm .29
Demanding .49 Comforting .27

21. Between Jesus, Mary and God images on one hand, and Church images on the
other, the only notable correlations were between seeing the Church as challenging
and seeing Jesus (.40) and Mary (.36) as challenging.

22._ A detailed discussion of both the REKAP and REOI instruments, their content
and development, can be found in Thompson (1982). That book details the rigorous
process of scale construction, review, revision, and re-testing by which these instru-
ments (REOlfor elementary school, REMP for high school) were produced. During
the development d these instruments constant advice was saught from educational
and testing specialists of the Educational Testing Service, a widely representative task
force of religious educators from the United States and Canada, as well as theologians
and other consultants. Heavy reliance was also placed upon documents of the Na=
[tonal Conference of Catholic Bishops concerning religious education. Chief among
these was Sharing the Light of Faith : National Catechetical Directory for Cgtholics of
the adted States (1979; Washington DC: United States Catholic Conference).

23. Differences on gender by premarital sex, p<.02.

24 For further information concerning the nature of extrinsic religiousness, see
Spilka et al. (1985), chapter 3.

25. See Hoge, D. R., McGuire, K., Stratman, B. F, & Illig, A. A. (1981). Converts,
dropouts, returnees: A study of religious change among Catholics. New York: The Pil-
grim Press.

Chapter 3
, 1. Except as otherwise noted, all question numbers in this chapter refer to the stu-

dent questionnaire.
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2. Students were also given the opportunity to indicate whether a particular topic
was "particularly interesting" to them, but thoge ratings on every item (excluding tak-
ing tests) ranged between 24% and 34% of the students expressing interest in the
area, with little or no variance by gender, family composition; or grade.

3. Gender differences in coverage of career choices, p<.02.

4._ In the present instance, several respondents answered Student Q89 (Is there
anything that you feel was left but . . .) "Yer and then changed their answer 1G "No."
One possible reason for that WAS they fOtind that; if they said yes; they were supposed
to write an answer_ about *hat was left out; and rather than write such explanation,
they preferred to change their answer. There is, of course, no evidence that this waS
actually the case; but it is a plausible explanation for changing that particular answer.

5, See McGuire, W. J. (1985). Attitudes and attitude Change In G. Lindzey & E.
Aronson, Handbook of social psychology (3rd ed.): Volume II, Special fields and ap-
plications, pp. 233-346. New York: Random House.

Chapter 4
1. See, for example, Benson, PL,Yeager, Rj., Wood, PK., Guerra, Y,0 Mj., & Manno,

B.V. (1986). Catlyolic higb scljoas,7heie inipact on tOw-incOme students. Washington,
DC: National Catnoiic Edutatibrial ASSOCiation

2. The alternative_to this "many:to=one" match is to analyze variable interrelation-
ships based on parish rneanS. We rejected this latter approach because of the small N
in each parish and the incOnSistent percents of males; females; under 15; and over 15
across the sample pariShes.

3. For both samples, correlations Of .2G or greater are significant at the .001 level.

4. See the references cited in note 11, chapter 2.

5. These findings may seem to be in contrast with some of the percentage data
presented in chapter 2. However, those data were based on the one or two "highest"
response categories in each case. When the mean response across all categories (for
example, from "Very Close" to "Not At All") are examined, the apparent decline in re-
ligiousness noted in chapter 2 is much less marked.

6. r = .45 (p.001).

7. The technique is stepwise multiple regression.

8. R2 is in the range of .20 to .35, depending on the outcome measure under ex-
amination.



APPENDIX

E ective Parish Religious
Education Programs:
A View from the Field

"71 his view of effective parish religious education (PRE) programs is based on
r,-perts of site visits to 20 selected parishes around the country., Largely
::Iiitative and impressionistic it presents a discussion of various character-

-And aspects of effective PRE programs as observed in these parishes and
:nmarized by the research teams. It is condensed from more than 500 pages

,..es from the site visitors, who observed a great richness and diversity in these
igrPms.
'1 tie ( A)servations of the sit.e visitors are examined under three major topics: Parish

Context; Catechetical Process, and Program Variables.

Parish Context

A preliminary generalization about these effective programs is that they appeared to
be --ccessful because they were embedded in strong; vital parish faith communities.
Suc: .ommunities appear to provide the necessary context in which catechetical pro-
grams can hope to have an impact. a was the experience of the on-site visitors that all
these parishes manifested a high degree of quality worship and community prayer,
sharedresponsibility, planning, and collaboration in the total parish life and ministry
The effective catechetical program is usually the by-product of a healthy parish life.

The site visits revealed two common characteristics in the parishes that had suc-
cessful PRE programs:

I) A significant number of people in the parish community beyond the formal
leadership shared a sense of responsibility for the program.

2) Some conscious vision was guiding the program; and the:process of planning
was related to thatvision; Many of the parishes that were visited had a formal, written
mission or vision statement for their PRE program.

In general, people seemed to use two kinds of languages to talk about religious ed-
ucation programs, one educational and the other catechetical. We found that those
programs that were selkonsciously catechetical were much more likely to use pas-
toral arid_theological language to articulate their vision and purpose. Programs that
were more educational in orientation used a more consciously educational language.
The choice of the program approach was, in turn, related to the history and training
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of the people responsible for prograinS. We found very successful programs using
each of these approaches and terminologies.

In the interview process, the significant historical events of parish life arid the
origins of the current parish religious education prosram wereinveStigated, The pre-
sent organization of many of these programs was the reStilt Of a crisis in the parish
involving a change of priests or directors of religious edutation (DREs). One effective
response to such a parish crisis was to place respOnsibility for PRE on a larger num-
ber of people in the parish community thereby increasing parish involvement in and
commitment to the program. Another:approach to the crisis was to use it as motiva=
tion to examine critically the program goals. Although these processes were gener-
ally quite inforinal, it was clear that many of the people who guided these pariShes in
time of crisis encouraged reflection rather than immediate action. The results were
long-term_ parish consensus concerning PRE and _new programS of high quality

We shall now examine some significant, Specific aspects of parish life as they relate
to the catechetical program.

Cateditala and Liturgy

A consistent finding frontour visits was that most successful PRE programs appear
td:Utilize the liturgical events in the parish as rich catechetical opportunities in the
religious education of both young children and adolescents. ThiS otttirS in four broad
categories of liturgical activities: sacramental preparationS, liturgical planning; Sun-
day liturgies, and retreats.

Religious education aims at fostering 2 ChriStian liEstyle, Sacramental preparation
programs revOlve around the major life-eVehtS. The sacramental preparations that
seemed most conducive to PREprograms were those_associated with the sacraments
of initiation: Baptism,_Eucharist, and_Confirmation. These life;everits were tiSed by
the parishes not only as religious opportunities for reaching children and young peo-
ple but as_learning opportunities for the whole family Family inVolVement in sacra-
mental preparation is considerable and appears tO be Very prOductive.

The most effective programs appeared tO define inVOlVeMent in terms of a series of
escalating stages, with parents encoUraged kJ participate in relatively minor ways at
the out-get of the program andirelatiVelyimajor N,.ays by the time the programs
reached their term. A typical example would be a baptismal, program where parents
were initially directed_to think in terms of the life of the childrenweleoining them
Into the community; this might_ lead, however, to parent itittilvetnent in the Rite of
Christian Initiation for Adults (RCIA) program or in SOMe Other program that en-
couraged them to reflect upon their own adult ekperieriCeS. Another example 't ;-
volved COnfirmation preparation. Parents began their iinvolvement in the prognim ny
considering appropriate activities for their sons_ and:daughters but advanced to dis=
CUSSion groups with other parents, where they shared the experiences they were 1-1A%-.
ing with theirrhildren.

Successful programs emphasized student involvement id littirgyhoth formal par-
ish liturgies and paraliturgical_ celebrations. Many prOgrainS allOwed students to de-
sign their own liturgies, even though there WAS ei-sk Of failure, A number of catechists
expregged the feeling that, since everyone learns_ by making mistakes, especially
young people, it was important_to altow them to clothe best they could, helping ;hem
when problems occurred,,In general, it was felt that rewarding youhg people for
helping to design insightful and prayerful liturgies was an effectiVe edutational op-
tion; in combination with their participation in Othet well-demgried liturgies.

Another characteristic of many of the succesSfUl parish programs was their ability
to attract people who had professional liturgical training and talents (e.g., liturgical
musicians, artists) and to involve them in the program with catechists and the adult
community
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In _those parishes that had a Cat'Aolic schooL the liturgical experiences also pro-
vided a bridge between school and non-school children. These two components of
the parish, which otherwise might have little contact, were able to share a common
expression:of their faith and thereby contribute to a more cohesive community_ Chil:
dren from bOth programs were often brought together for sacramental catechesis and
celebration.-

Several different_ perspectives were noted concerning the role of Sunday liturgy
and its relation to PRE A number of the students that we spoke with in these par-
ishesparticularly older adolescentsconsider homilies at Sunday mass educa-
tional. Most students felt that the parish liturgies that: they experienced were generally
very good, and they were enthusiastic about attending them. Required attendance at
parish liturgies within these programs was not very common, although It was clear
that:parents and teachers applied some subtle pressures to_ make !_-,ure_ children at7
tended._Parishes that hadgood working relationships between_the DRE _and the Muth
Ministers were particularly good at developing a core _of youth leaders who would
take the initiative in attending liturgies, thereby encouraging peers to attend also. At-
tendance at liturgies was particularly strong around confirmation time, reflecting stu-
dents' responses to the enhanced motivation that surrounds that event.

In many cases, retreats seemed to be a significant and critical supplement to formal
religious education classes and to liturgical events. Many were of the traditional vari-
ety where young_people_are_separated_ from the rest of the _community for an over-
night: Several parishes incorporated_ retreat mornings or retreat days into the curric-
ulum for all students. Many of the retreats seemed to be very good at stimulating the
creative:and insightful aspects of youthful spirituality These_ parishes noted that
youth:retreats were the single most effective catechetical/evangelizing activity in deal-
ing with older adolescents.

Social Justice/Christian Service Perspectives
Most PRaprograms have a strong social_justice and human service _component:

Children; and especially adolescents;_are engaged_ in_various kinds of community ser-
vices_as part of their sacramental training, particularly in preparation fir confirma-
tion. Even younger children are encouraged to think more in tern is of the w(..rld com-
munity and international peace and justice issues. :

This social justiceperspective can be seen throughout most of the programs and
appears to be one of the more aspects of the articulatk xi and implementa-
tion of vision from the_nat ionalhierarchy_ through diocesan offices to_parish _pro-
gramszVe_saw_ few programs_without a significant social justice and human service
component. Sometimes the educational aspect needed strengthening.

Leadership and Relationship
The first issue in PRE programs -is the nature and exercise of parish catechetical

leadership. It is important that the Director of Religious Education whether- a priest
or professional catechist; lead and_serve in a visionary and an enabling way The best
DREs_understood the Church's goals for catechesis and were able to facilitate and em-
power as well as direct._ In some ways, they operated like good community organiz-
ers, able to identify and develop resource persons within the conimulity and help
them put their gifts at the service of the program. Another aspect of strong, effective
leadership is the ability to develop procedures that depend on and encourage team-
work. Within parish_programs,: this was done largely by tremendous :attention to de-
tail; so that volunteers_did not _feel overburdened orOut of their depth; and all had_ a
completesense of their jobs: The effective leader was able _to design a structure ai
an organization that was both very intentional in its design and very detailed in its ex-
ecution. Needless to say, none of this happened quickly. We were told, time and again,
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by experienced DRES that it took four to five years before they felt they had their pro-
grainwell in hand.

This_leadership factor is related to another important_ issue Successful programs
were those able to solve the succession probleni_, which was rarely addressed before
the need arose. When the program, is dependent on a strong or charismatic leader, it
can falter when that person leaves. In many ways, this problem is the Achilles' heel of
parish catechesis.

One ofithe more sensitive and diffict-to-describe issues that the site visitors en-
countered was the relationship between nriests and DREs. When these relationships
were worked out successfully, the program was smooth and productive; otherwise;
the program was negatively affected;

One of the challenges that this situation poses for PRE programs is to develop good
models of the DRE-pastor relationship. Our observation was that positive relations
between DREs and pastors were characterized by explicit job descriptions before hir-
ingtookiplace and, thereafter, by regular meetings for discussions between the pastor
and the DRE.

There is also a need to generate better acceptance of the ministry of the DRE and
provide future priests with preparation for their catechetical responsibilities.

Planning
Visitors were impressed by the vitality and apparent impact of these programs.

They were, however, surprised at the low level of future planning and goal develop
ment and at the lack of clearly defined structures in some of the programs. It seemed
that some parishes did not want to wasted= on structures but wanted to emphasize
programming instead. The visitors observed that; while this will produce results for
a first generation of participants, it may not have "staying power."

This lack of attention to planning and structure was probably due, in part, to the
fact that resources were stretched thin. No one had time to think seriously about
goals because they were too busy working to keep the program going.

Finances
In general, and despite expectations to the contratT we found that_ parish finances

were not the most important element in_successffil PRE programs. In both wealthy
and _poor parish settings; we observed_successful programs that seemed to bold the
enthusiasm of the participants. The financial responsibility for the program was gen-
erally left in the pastor's hands. This control can turn finances into an issue, depend-
ing, again, upon the relationship between the pastor-and the DRE.

One of the more-important and formal financial criteria was whether or not the po-
sitions for the religious education staff were written into the parish budget.If not, the
pastor nuintained direct control over the _program and_its staff. Such control had
been_exercised_rather abruptly in some& the parishes we visited.

It seems desirable that the financial supervision_of the programs involve some par7
ish advisory, bodyperhaps the financial committee called _for in the new Code of
Canon Law. This would insure that the issues involved are addressed in a professional
manner.

not the most important element in effectiveness, _finances are very signifi-
cant. Their _allocation represents 2 parish!s_ priorities andvalues. Effectiveness M ca-
techesis demands the kind of competence in leadership and staff that can only come
from serious training, and this does costitnoney. The dropout rate of qualified DREs,
due to financial reasons, is an alarming demonstration of this truth.
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Catedetkal Process

In_this section we _will_ discuss the conceptual_ models ofsuccessful programs ob-
served on site visits: The general model of catechetical programs that we will exam-
ine includes the cognitive, affective, and behavioral elements described in chapter
fou r.

Cognition
The essential question asked by the site visitteams concerned the state of knowl-

edge in 1.:iese programs and who the "knowledge workers" were in most of these
parishes It was clear from many of the interviews that both teachers and students are
concerned with learning the faith, the doctrine, and the history of the Catholic
Church. They want to acquire that knowledge Viese are relatively short programs,
however, in the sense that they meet for an hour once a week during the academic
year_In many ways the cognition goal of th1.7se programs seemed to be the weakest,
in terms of achievement.

Generally speaking, cognitive expectations were rudimentary and were linked to
sacramental preparation. Strategies such as pre-testing and post-testing were rarely
employed._Overall, most programs appeared rather traditional in terms of their cog-
nitive methodology and expectations. Some of our site visitors felt that not enough
was communicated about the core of the Catholic faith, and that children were not
being _taught the religious language and concepts of Catholicism. Generally, we
thought catechists achieved affective and behavioral goals much more effectively than
cognitive ones:

Sometimes, even in the most successful parishes, we found DREs who were not
fully versed in Catholic tradition, dogma, and moral teaching. Pastors were theologi-
cally educated but sometimes lacked skills at commumcaiing or adapting this learn-
ing in an effective pastoral manner.

As to who the appropriate "knowledge worker" in these parishes should be; one
thing is absolutely dear. Every PRE program needs someone who is the "cogrntive ex-
pert" if it is to succeed as a true educational endeavor. This poses challenges to sem-
inaries in terms of howtheJogy is taiight and learned, and to academic and diocesan
programs of formation for parish DREs.

One problem appearing in many of these programs is the lack of information and
documentation abbut what the children have had in previous years. If they have been
in the same parish; someone might know; but if they were in different programs,
there is no way to know what they have experienced. Meaningful evaluation of the
cognitive aspect of PRE programs will also have to include an appreciation of what
each student brings to the program.

Afftetive Goats
To most of the observers, the formational aspect of these religious education pro-

grams was much more impressive and coherent. We spenttime with people who
were praying together and reflecting upon their lives in a religious fashion, and with
children who were able to experienx their faith in some very direct and powerful
ways. One of the real riches of these pregrams is the multiplicity of ways in which
they allow people to engage in these kinds of reflection. We found that permission to
speak religiously from one's feelings and pray in groups was quite common. The use
of drama, rkual, and symbolism was often truly creative. This appears to be a real
strength; particularly among the more successful programs. The imagery of the
drama and the stories that are told are, clearly, very powerful for the children and may
well be an area for further investigation.
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Some of the minority parishes that we visited were particularly strong in using
song, choral singing, and group experiences of liturgy to foster the formation pro.
cess. This area appears to be one in which the minority parishes really had substan-
tial contribution to make to the larger parochial contex-t. It was particularly noticeable
since the minority parishes were larger in geograpli;cal region than the typical Cath:
olic parish. People came a long way to go to church, and the fact they did SO was fur-
ther evidence of the power the faith had in their lives.

Sharing religious and human experiences seemed to be the single most important
aspect of formation for most Of the students we talked to. Interesting!y this formation
of the faith -character very seldom if ever, came up in discussion with parents. They
were much more interested in cognition and behavior; the catechigs in the programs
were much more interested in the formation process. Here, again, i., an area where
the program and the family could use more integration.

Beltatioral GOals
Many times we heard a variation on the theme "they act in such-and-such a way be-

cause they are Christians." It is rooted in the conviction that there is a right and ap-
propriate Christian way to behavea Christian lifestyle. This is stressed time and
time again at all levels of the prograrn. It starts out in the very lowest grades with a
concern for behavioral .,verence in the Church and is stressed Hi the higher grades
in terms of community service, helping and sharing with other people.

One of the most impressive elements of successful socialization could be seen in
rural areas where people had to come considerable distances to participate in parish
life. They did so willingly and enthusiastically An additional component in many of
the successful programs is a stress on intergenerational helping, very useful in the
lives of both younger and older people.

Most of these successful parishes, as we mentioned earlier, have a good deal of ge:
nerativity as part of their parish history As the youth grow older=going through the
program, moving into college and outmany of them stay around. From this core a
number of parishes draw staff for their religibus education programs. A factor inmost
of these programs, which_ seemedto have cbriSiderable impact on the socialization of
young people; was how much adultsin the prograrri trusted the young to be indepen-
dent. Once again, the theme of independent activity emerges in these programs, ex-
cept that instead of being addressed to catechists, this time it is addressed to students.
Students are allowed to design their own liturgies, everi though they might do it
poorly This is a remarkable learning experience for thent Students are allowed to de-
sign anci engineer their own service activitieS, even though they might do it poorly
This, too, is a tremendous learning experience.

When asked abouuhe most successful aspects of the program, most staff and par-
ents named affective goals first; behavioral goals second, and cognition third. Observ-
ers concurred with this judgment.

ram Variabtes

Training of Catechists
Perhaps_the rricst important aspect of_the program at the parish level_ is the way in
which catechists are trained and the amount of training _theyreceive. Over the years,
one of the major criticisms of parish based religious_ education ha:i been the lack of
training of the volunteer catechist. There is evidence that,in SUcteSsful programs; this
concern is being addressed; but much stilt neei.N to be ddrie.

We _found that, to recruit catechetical voldnteers, many parishes were able to draw
on :heir lay ministry formation programs, as well as parish adult formation programs
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like UNEW and retreats. Other parishes approached part-time teachers and people
who had teaching experience, involving them in catechetical work and giving them
training as lay ministers.

Three specific strategies regarding catechetical training were quite common: cert-
ification as a master catechist or a trained catechist by the diocese. regional work-
shops at colleges or universities that were available to the catechetica! -taff, and con-
stant in-service training programs at the parish level which were run by skilled
professionals. Of these three; the most common appeared to be certification by the
diocese:

In those dioceses that had thorough, well-planned certification programs, certified
catechists were self-confident, competent catechetical professionals. This is probably
the single most important contribution that dioceses _can make to catechetical pro-
grams at local parish levels. Our observation was that diocesln master catechist train-
ing programs significantly improve both the self-image of zl-,<? ...itechists and the pro-
grams they teach.

Currkulum
Thereis no nationally mandatedor authorized curriculum for PRE programs in the

United States. These programs represent a wide variety of approaches to catechetical
content and method. In Sharing the Light of Faith: National Catechetical ry for
Catholics of the United States (Washington DC: United States Catholic ronk!rence,
1979), chapter five is devoted to "Principal Elements of the Christian Mes for
techesis." It lists the basic doctrinal and moral teachings that should he i!icluder.1
total religion curriculum. There is, however, no national system of implementau.
this kind of systematic catechesis, nor any means of verification. A large number oi ea-
techetical publishing companies produce the curriculum materials used in parish
programs. Parishes are generally free to choose from among them the textbook se-
ries which they prefer. Many dioceses issue lists of "approved" series.

In the programs we observed, there was some diversio, approach 'o curriculum
design and choice. Stability of curriculum use was one of the hallmark' f the major-
ity of parishes visited. In one parish, the Board of Religious Edwation_ had chosen the
series, andi_if the DRE wished to change_ it at _any grade level, she or l e had it docu-
ment its deficiencies for the Board and indicate how other materials would remedy
them. In several parishes a committee of catechists, students, and families evaluated
the materials; in another parish a public parish hearing was held, at which text
changes were individually considered. The involvement of an informed, responsible
parish Board or committee appeared to prevent consont changes in curriculum
when personnel change In this way, there was some gunantee that, across the
grades, all _of the conten, would be covered: A few of these parishes, however; did
"mix and match" texts from different publishers to obtain what they judged was an
appropriate curriculum.

Many catechisLs communicated to ithe 5ite visitors their feeling that there was_ too
muchmaterial or too many actis for the volunteer catechist to integrate into a lim-
ited class schedule. This seemed to highlight the fact that teacher training and sup-
portis as crucial an issue as curriculum choice. Sometimes catechism were so intent
on carrying out an activity suggested in the: Teacher's Manual that they did not ade-
quately make the connection with the doctrinal teaching it was intended to reinforce.

Regular assessment of the curriculum by die whole staff was carried out by many
of the visited parishes. One parish held, semi-annual evaluation sessions at which
teachers and_the DRE critiqued the overall curriculum.

Scope and sequence_ charts provided by the publishers were most helpful. How-
. ever some catechists did not seem to be aware of them. They are very helpful in
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showing how a whole series, properly used, will provide the systematic and complete
catechesis that the Church expects Flom a parish program.

Affective and lifesty!e outcomes are at least as important for religious formation as
cognitive outcomes. Me parishes visited seem to have intuitively grasped this truth;
major attention was given to fostering a life and practice of prayer and worship, and
helping students to "do the loving and generous thing" in their conduct. The level of
formal moral education with older students, however, often seemed shallow.

Pedagogical Ingredients
Teaching techniques were among the most innovative aspects of successful pro-

grams: It was clear that some of the catechists were extremely experienced and cre-
ative when it came to devising ways of capturing the interest of students at different
age levels and of communicating program content: If there is one overallstrerigth of
successful programs, it is the experience and quality of the vOlunteer staff

Teaching techniques shared by successful programs at both the dementary sehed
and high school levet included creative ways for welcoming students into the class at
each program session and ways of setting the tone and the mood for the program.
The hospitality of the people in the program made the students feel as though each
session was going to be a new and-lively experience. The tone of the various class ses7
sions was pleasurable, even though it involved serious matters. Observers discussed
the programs with the students and sat in on various classes. All were impressed by
the way these programs combined reverence and playfulness in a limited time pe-
tiOd.

Another aspect of successful teaching; seemingly shared by these programs, was
their ability to develop team teaching techniques-- creating backups and partrwrs for
each teaching position. The best programs had w.; o three volunteer catechists ;4.3.'1-
able for every reaching slot. Obviously, they were all equally well-trained; a com-
mon strategy was to assign the more senior teacheys the first slot _and give them an
apRrentice junior teacher as a backup so they could learn from each other.

The successful programs were als-i very good -At utilizing outside resources--cre-
ative artists and local talentto help with the experiential aAtcts of rile program.
They were also able to use diocesan resources in the planning and evaluation of thcit
program& The positive contribution of the diocesan religious education office to par-
ish programs was frequently cited.

The parish priests played a variety of roles. To the extent that the priest was re-
stricted to being a disciplinarian, his le was quite narrow, but to the extent_that he
was a theological resource, his role was quite extensive. Several programs had what
were:called "priest projects"projects ....;s:gned by and negotiated between the DRE
and the local priests. This approach provided both the priest and the people in the
program with an understanding of what their relationship over the coming academic
year was to be.

One of the challenges for the catechist, which all of the programs mentioned, was
the difficulty in involving the young people once they were at the junior high and
high school level. Often, Confirmation was the end of formal religious instruction:
The successfulprograms were able to take these adolescents and engage them in dis-
cussion of their own life experiences; in the light of Christian faith and value, The
context was non-threatening, and the young rwle felt that someone was truly inter-
ested in listening to them. Whether it was intentional or not, students were led to
use the tools of their religious traditions:as they reflected on their own expel .ences.
The youth involved in the programs at this stage said that "we can talk about our feel-
ings here," and they clearly felt enough at ease_to reveal parts of themselves that they
didn't think they could talk about at home or perhaps, with their friends.

One of the interesting aspects of the conversations with the people in the success-
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ful programs was their evaluation of whether or not professional teachers were a ben-
efit to the programs. Clearly some felt that professional teachers were of benefit since
they could control a class and_ were professionally trained in methods of teaching.
Others, however, particularly those with a more catechetical point of view, felt that
sometimes professional teachers were not as oriented to facilitating honest student
discussion and growing in faith with the students. In addition, religious educators felt
the need to tap special resources outside their own group. Because of the voluntary
nature of the programs and the limited amount of time people have, recruiting of this
kind was clearly a problem for even the most successful programs.

Catechist Recruitment
While we have called these catechists volunteers, this refers primarily to their fi,

nancial status. Volunteering is not the typical way in which people become involved
in these progrmn& Rather, they are sought out selected; pursued, invited, and other-
wise tracked down by the DREs.

It is questionable whether the skills necessary to discern high quality potential ca7
techists can be taught. The eNperienced DREs in the successful programs we visited
seem to have the ability to discern potential catechists in their parish community
They seem always alert to potentiaLcatechists among their acquaintances, the people
they meet; and people who attend meetings with therm In other words, these DREs
are very aide; :t .:t. dircerning and encouraging the ministry of catechists.

Some parishes did have a more voluntary kind of program. Each year they would
post the lobs that needed to be done in the parish on a board in the back of the ves-
tibule, and people would:sign up:for them. For some parishes, this worked well. An
adaptation of this method was to have people fill out index cards nominating parish-
ioners for potential roles in the parish. However, by far the largest_nurnbei- ofcatech-
ists were enlisted by the DREs, Md although this process was fairly personal, it had
some generalizable characteristics. A number of catechists mentioned that DREs were
very good at making them feel that their contribution was important. Volunteer-. were
not asked to do the impossible nor to give 'mpossible amounts of time rather, they
were asked to give what they could. :

One_ important characteristic of effective programs was their "generativity" They
were able to generatecatechists from both their graduates and their earlier catechet-
ical staffs, Many catechists were people who themsdves had attended PRE programs
or had graduated from Catholic schools; This characteristic, "generativity," is impor-
tant in any kind of program that hopes to have an impact on people and to continue
over time. :

Mother characteristic of many of these programs r.-3S that catechists were re-
cruited as partners, Some parishes used a ''buddy system" of catechism which en-
couraged mutual support and collegial catechetical development. Such a team system
also allowed for greater flexibility in each individual catechist's schedule.

One of the central questions that the site visitors asked the DREs was how, if the
need arose, did they decide that a specific catechist was no longer of value to the pro-
gram or was not able to make a contribution and had to be dismissed. Unanimously
the DRES responded that this was a very rare occurrence and that; when it did hap-
pen; it was usually a relatively easy matter to encourage the catechist to withdraw. By
that time, the catechist already knew things were not going well; Regular evaluations
of catechists were held in most successful programs, bul the goal of the evaluation
was improvement, not subsequent dismissal. As a group, catechists in these pro-
grams appeared confident and non-threatened.

Catechists in effective programs hada strong sense of community Their enthusi-
asm and camaraderie were genuine and provided an encouraging sign. Well-run PRE
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programs tended to reward their catechists as a group, further strengthening their
bond.

In many programs, expectations_for_catechists were clearly written and discussed
at the beginning of the catecheticai relationship, lessening the_chance_of misunder-
standing and hurt feelings_later. This kind of interthonal _planning is characteristic of
successful program-. The more attention paid to the details of recruitment, training,
and catechetical develcoment, the better the program functions.

Theological Perspective
An important underpinning of these programs is their theological perspective.

Every s,Accessful PRE program had some person competent in theology _who could
provi:le theological kadership in the program Sometimes it was the director of reli-
gious education; sometimes it was the pastor, but there was always somebody who
functioned as the "house theologian."

The role of this person cannot be overestimated. Understanding the _theological
principles upon which the programs are based allows for the clear articulation_of
program goals. This, in turn, allows for the development of confident and successful
catechetical procedure. Much of _the theological perspective Of these programs ap-
pears to be based on experiential catechetics. This theological perspective consis-
tendy tries to tie the doctrinal content of the program to experiences in young peo-
ple's lives. It appeared, however, that there could be greater concern for assuring a
systematic and complete catechesis that, over all the grade levels, would touch the es=
sential points of Catholic faith.

Many comments were made in the interviews about fundamentalists at the local
level who challenged the Catholic identity of the students. This appears to be a signif-
icant national problem. Because the cognitive aspect of catechesis has been down-
played; young people are unable to respond to issues raised by fundamentalists trying
to proselytize them.

With regard to doctrinal content, some catechists stressed the need for more com-
mon language and a stronger approach to content learning, while others stressed the
pluralism characteristic of Ainerican Catholic theology This tension reflects a certain
ambivalence on this issue, also reflected in the American Church-at-large.

One signiffeant theological shift in these programs is the change ftom people con-
sidering themselves as "belonging to the Church" to considering themselves as
"being the Church." The use of the phrase "the people of God" in the documents of
the Second Vatican Aincil appears to have inspired many catechists to present the
Church as much more participatory, and, in fact, to consider themselves and their par-
ish communities to be the Church in _a much morc i arnediate way than had previ-
ously been the case. One effect Of this kind of thinking at the parish level is the strong
connection that these people forge among thc local Church; the family and religious
education: Conversely, some felt there was a weakening of the sense of belonging to a
wider, universal Church.

Administrative Staffs
Most of the successful programs had at least one, person who was responsible for

the administration of the- program, and frequently that person had some assistance.
These_people were very important. They implemented .both the educational and ca7
techetical objectives of the program in the sense that they_facilitated th...-';)rogram _and
made_ the_ relationthip_between _catechists_and students _much _smoother. Counsebrs
and_ administrative assistants _in some of these programs provided a contaa between
the program _and students_outside the catechetical setting, which was very productive
br the students' development.
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One of the most common staff positions in effective programs was the person re-
sponsible for checking whether the students showed up at the program and for con-
tacting parents when they did not This position was particularly important because
the person had regular contact with the families of children in the programs, espe-
cially families with marginal participation in parish life.

A critical parish staff position was that of youth minister As far as the catechetical
program was concerned, the quality of communication between the youth minister
and the DRE was exceedingly important. Youth ministers were frequently very gOod
at attracting young people to their events, and the most successful parishes had youth
ministers on staff. The primary role of the youth minister in relation to the religious
education program was to integrate religious education programs and other church
activities in which youth were active. In the best settings, youth ministers cooperated
with the DREs and the catechetical staff in a variety of events, particularly for junior
high and high school people. To the extent that youth ministry is separated from re-
ligious education, both programs tend to suffer.

Ownership of Program
A widespread sense of ownership; of personal responsibility for PRE programs,

often had come out of parish crises. The parish had had to deal with some educa-
tional crisis; perhaps the closing of the school, and had come away with a new reli-
gious education program which was very much theirs because they had designed,
supported, and built it.

It is probably noi too farfetched to say that religious education in the Catholic par-
ish is a significant example Of true lay partnership in the:catechetical process. Almost
all of the participantsin our various meetings; whether they were catechists or DREs,
pastors or parents; referred to the sense of program ownership that resulted from a
crisis that originally beset the parish. While a charismatic leader _was very important
in drawing people together, he or she did not provide the sense of ownership that the
program needed. In most of these ,;ettings, ownership began to develop after the mi
tialperiod of personal leadership.

_The model most often mentioned was that: of the family Just as people have a sense
of ownership in their OWIlfarhilies; the people who worked so hard in successful PRE
programs had a sense of ownership in these programs. The real source of ownership
appeared to stem from the independent activity that DREs gave to the catechetical
staff The one director of religious education who mentioned that she_never showed
someone how to do something twice was also quite insightful about this aspect of the
program. She noted that the sense of independent activity was the most important as-
pect of training catechists, and it also had the most dramatic effect on the nature of
the program.

Revlon to Families
It was generally observed that the relationship between family and program was

one of the most potentially important but underdeveloped aspects of PRE. Generally,
it is not the Object of as much planning as Other aspects. The perspective_ found in
many programs _was that fainilies were told what todaand how to do it Part of this is
due to the generally _low level elf catechetical awareness and development among
many_adult Catholics: As the self-awareness of adult Catholics is re-formed (e.g.,
through experiences like RENEW), a more thoughtful relationship between PRE pro-
grams and families may emerge. At present, ic is often limited to involvement in sacra-
mental preparation, as was noted earlier

If there is need for development of both:materials and strategies in _these_ pro-
gramsi the greatest urgency may lie in this relationship between family2nd program:
From our discussions with parents, most families are supportive of the programs and
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do, in fact, work hard to see that children attend. Many adults expressed a desire that
the program deal with their needs more effectively When asked whether or not they
would be willing to give up an evening a week or participate in some other discus-
sion group, hcwever, many of them hesitated. The dilemma facing most of these pro-
grams is that, even thotigh Waffles say they want to be more involved, when given the
opportunity many of them are not

Art interesting by-product of successful PRE programs is the bonding_ that occurs
between the families whose children participate in the program. These families fre=
quently get together in other settings and seem to provide the raw material for a rich
community life within some of these parishes. Perhaps these are the beginnings of
what some sociologists call "functional communities" in localparishesbuilt on pro-
grams such as religious education which involve young people and their families.

Relation to Wider Community
Catholic parishes are unique in American religious life in that they are generally

geographically based, just as are the political units of our society. They are located in
communities, and they frequently encapsulate already existing communities. Suc-
cessful parishes seem to be aware_ of their location in and importance to the corn7
munity Just as the effective_teacher is a self=confident teacher, assured of certain skills
and methodologies, the effective parish seems to be confident of its role in the local
community

The religious education staff in the parishes we visited knew what the children did
in the community even those children who were not in their program. The program
frequently was the focus of community activities; the local public kigh school would
even check with the local religious education program to make sure their schedules
did not conflict.

frequently, also, successful religious education programs would participate in
other:community projects with other kinds of groups within; the city or town (eg.,
soup kitchens, ecumenical walks for hungea

One of the more sophisticated and experienced DREs, when queried about the re-
lation between her program and the local community said, "It really help, to get your
hands dirty with the community issues; that is the key to a successful pt gram.": By
this she did not mean that it was an unpleasant task, but rather that une had to be-
come involved in the give and take of the community and in the day-to-day living of
community issues if one's program was to be integrated with the local community By
and large, a mark of successful programs is a very successful integration between the
programs and the operation of the local community.
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Ir_p;ri3h_has been selected ec_represehtative of those in the nation
floarishing muIti,level_catechetical ministry for children and
e. We are sending the following survey to ell of those selected
e e would ask that a person knowledgeable about the catechetical
e.pointed to gather the information. The survey should then be
L:s2 envelope supplied. Thank you for your cooperation. Me hope

h will help develop an even stronger futurs for parish
1 efforts by enabling us to learn how those that work well have
o do so.

Please be as specific as possible in-your answers. If an exact
figure is not available please give your best estimate.and note
that your answer is an estimate.

circle the title of the person Who was primarily responsible for
ing this survey.

Pastor 01

Allem. Pastor 02

DRE 03

Parish Council member 04

Parish Board of Education
member 05

Finance Board member 06 (If it resulted in a goals statement or action plan, please enclose a copy)

Principal of school 07

S. Is there a specific budget for the parish catechetical progrmm(s)?
Other (SPECIFY 08

3. Parishes sometimes have different typen of groups which help guide the
overall planning and coordination of their catechetical program(s). Do
you have any of the following? (Please circle any that apply.)

CCD Board 1

Education committee 2

Parish council 3

Other (Please describe) 4

4. Hai there been a catechetical needs nt of the parish within the
past three years?

Yes 1

No 2

It is in process 3

I don't know 8

:ircle the number indicating all those Who participated in
lng this survey

(CIRCLE AS NARY AS APPLY)

Pastor 01

Assoc. Pastor 02

Principal of schOol 03

DRF 04

Parish Council mexiber 05

Board cl Education member 06

Finance Board member 07

Other (SPECIFY) -08

Yes

No 2

I don't know 8

(Pleaae encloae a ceri)

6. If possible, please give the approkimate amounts_in each Of the fir-snowing
f the perish budget for the current fiacai year

Total operating costs

Parish school (or)

Our parish has no school (Please Check the box.) I I

Non-school catechetical progams
of all types.



7e written goals available for the catecheticaI programming of your

Yes

No

It is in process

I don't know

2

3

a

lrcle the letter of
be types or topics

catechetical
that were held in

ish during the
year 1984.

bural programs

mental preparation

ting ol-----

ciliation programs

programs

ing catechetical
lls

1 justice programs

pastoral programs

g m on women10

JOS

tueI deveIopesant
yrams_CI... RENEW,
rist_Reheiti-Hig
'Irish, ate.)

(Please answer these for each of the
types or topics cir,:led.)

How many How-many
How many hours did people att -
such programs the-typical ended the
were there? program run? typical programs?

1_1_11

Lill

L__L__L__1

1_1_1_1 1_1_1_1

U_J__1 1_1_1_1

1_1_1_1

LLLJ
1_1_1_1

9. Does your erish currently use the Rite of Christian Institute of Adults
(RCIA)?

Yes 1

No 2

It is in process 3

I don't know 8

10. How many catechists are currently involved in teaching in your parish at

the following levels:

Elementary (1-8)

SeeendAry (9-12) 1_1_1

A. Of thie_totaI_nUater, hew many are paid or receive a stipend for
their efforts?

1_1_1

11. Bow many volunteers, ancillary personnel who are not catechists, are
involved in ate catechetical program in your parish at the following
levels:

Elementary (1-8)

Secondary (9-12)

1_1_1

1_11_1

12. Is there on-going recruituent of catechists in your parish?

Yes

No

Don't know

1

2

8

11. How many new catechists have been recruited during the last three years?

14. It there on-going recruitment of ancillary personnel in your perish?

Yes 1

No 2

I don't know 6

15. How Many anCillary persOnnel have been recrCited during the last throe
years?



your parish do any of the following by way of encouraging the
uitment of potential catechists from the parish? (Please circle one
se category for each activity)

This
is done ,-
frequently

(mite interested
mmishoners
to visit l

EnVite interestod
Naishoners I_

o viait facUlty
meetings.

Xenthadate the
aUetheticaI
progran to the
dder perish
ommunity. i

lave certified
atechists
met with potential
atechists to
aplain the
cogran and invite
heir involvement. 1

Vas
is done
sometimes

'Ibis is

not done
at all

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

nvits people
o participate
n the-catechetical
rogran through
nnouncements at
arge parish
atherings
e .g. Sunday Mass). 1 2

-6-

17. Please_answer the following questions ab:At cstnchiste i your parish in
general.

'Do most of your catechists. . .

a. obtain formal certification?'

b. take updating doctrine courses?'

c. take updating catechetical
method courses?'

d. have adequate catechetical
materials for their courses?'

e. receive at least one subscripr
tion to a catechetical journal?'

f. socialize with other catechists?'

g. avail-themselves of opportunities
for spiritual enrichment?*

Ye s No Don't

Know

2 8

2 8

8

2
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ANSWER 418; IF NOT, SKIP TO

hat extent are the parish catechetical activities coordinated with the
ol t-a1e7.hetical activities?

a
Very such 1

Usually 2

Net tee_often 3

Very seIdos.. 4

We have no school, 5

)u have separa,* and district programs of catechetical instruction for
Following groups? (Please circle all that apply.)

Pre-schoolers 01

Elementary grades

Junior High level

High_schoolers 04

Young adults 05

Adults 06

HandiraPPOd (i.e., 07
dea f. blind,

al, how u04....1 you characterise:the level of diocesan support that it
Attie te cAt4.chiste in your parish?

F F F F F F
F I_

I I
L

7 0.0-pocao
ffg.;"

p = 0. IIn C
.4 7 7

0 .0

,*ry ......... 1

Moderately t',.414 2

Average 3

Moderately low 4 5
" :

Very low.. 5

4;
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:h of the following materials are available_in_your parish fOr_ _

chetical instruction. (CIRCLE AS MANY AS APPLY)

-I0-

1 0
,...

...x m = wr. 4, rt re re
VI
M

II?- 5:
Records 01 o

gI. aAudio tapes 02 o m
.o

0Video tapes 03 4 m
Opaque projectOrt 04

1 1 1 1 1
.g

a
e =
o arFilmstrips 05

1 1 1 1 1 1 o
o n
o

Slides 06
nm16KM filMs 07 r
w

OVerheud transparency
1 1

he pariah catechetical programming?

I I 1 I II

Z

a

n g

M 0
1 MI /

0
1

a
g

I
I I I I I

o
= nr

ce

y
y
n

.1
n

1

gin ea/LA:that the parish liturgies reinforce and complement the goals

Yes 1

NO 2

I can't answer 3

isanuld you rate the cooperatior among the variaus people respOnSible
....:atechesis in the parish, in all its forms? 2 Ilowwwwwww0 o
ir

Very high

Moderately high

Average

Moderately low-------

---v low

----1

2

3

1
4

5 k
I

I

No

°1

I

I

-.

41 0 (0

... =

e- ; ;4
0 ; IS 71

'0, 1°' '- 1
....

7

n
ar
z4
4r;

a
0
F.
n

gn:
I I I ! I I I I Fegille- .. re I7

t
ea

!

I

I
I I I I lu eta ...: ill 4,_... .. ..

n o

S,
I

I

1 I 1 I I 'vs
...-,-z

7 Q
ft
1

g

I I

I S = ft,
g g c
7 ..)

1
n

a ;
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SWIM? =VET

rvey_is being given to sOne-_ef_the Stddents in your parish ceAchetical
9. This is notla teet_and_there ere ho right or wrong answers. The
c: the sUrvey_ia_to_find_out how you feel about the program_so that
t like thie_eah_be improved. We need your help this important
and we_appreciate_your taking:the tine to c-mplete this survey. After
?lete_thm_questionnaire_place it in the accompanying envelope_and
Lt. It will not_be opened bY Anyone in your parish, and no one Ilo

perathialiy will add it.: We will begin with 8411, questions about you
: you're like. Ea, question Will Mime its own directions, but in
joet cirele the nOmber of the answer you want to give.

)leded put the year in which you were born in these spaces.

1 1191 [ 1

!lease put_your zip Code in these spaces. (if you don'' know it ask
our parents).

1 1 1_ 1

ow long have you been in the religiede efteetion program in this
arish7

Lett than One year-

Between One and 11iitee years 2

Beteren three ahd five years 3

More than five yeJ:rs 4

heck the answer that is true for you:

I live with both my parents

I live only with my mother

live only ritl- father

I live lei' h gr,rdian

-2-

5. What is the highest level ef CehOoling your mothez has cumpleted7
Please only one number.

She completed grade school, 01

ShA hed:some high school 02

She graduated from high school 03

She had some college 04

She graduated from college 05

Hhe had some schooling after college 06

Sim completed a Nester's or Doctor's
degree or has a professional degree
like a doctor or lawyer 07

Thi/ queation does not apply to me 08

I do not know the answer ---98

6. What is the higheat_leval Of_schooling yellk father hat completed?
Please circle only one number.

He completed grad* eebeeI 01

He had scar high eeheel ---02

He greduated &on hAgh school 03

He had some colleg ---04

H e graduated from college ---05

les had goes schooling eftra1 _coIlege 06

He eOmpleted_a_Nmeter!alee_Deettlee
degree or has prefeesioMI digred
like a deetar or laeyer 07

This question does not apply to me 08

I de not knee the answer 98

7. What grathe in school are you now in7

Fifth

,Asth

Seventh

E ighth

Ninth

Tenth

Eleventh

Twelfth

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8



re you a . . .

14; Which of the foll(wing have you used to deer,....: . religious
Female 1 knoWledge?

Kale 2

ually, how oeten do you attend Hass?

Every Sunday 1

About 2 or 3 3-..Thf month 2

a month

Several times a year 4

Hardly ever at all 5

yen_you_go to Ness do you usually go with your family Or with fr:.endis
r alone?

Catholic newspaper 1

The Hiram 7

Religious books 3

Religious TV programm 4

_None_of_the above 5

Some_families pray-together_Anl_some do not._ Not coonting praying
-before meals does your family ever pray together?

WC, hardly ever . 1

Yee, fat Speeita obetatiOnS 2

Yee, pretty often
Usually with Someone in My !daily 1

Yes, donee in a while- 4
Usuklly with friends 2

Usually alone 3

l_doinot have a usual pattern Of
going to Hass 4 No, hardly ever

Yes, for special occasions 2

ow much homework do you -*many dO fot an average Belida night? Yes, pretty often 3

Yes, once in a while

16. Not counting praying-before-meal, do you ever pray )tolvt by yourself?

Leda thana haIf how ,.1

AbOut an henir 2

17. Different familial ' Je different_way of doing things. Think of theAbeolit ten hones 3
times your family gets together for dinher. Do you usually pray or

Abekit three hours 4 not, and if you do what is it like? please circle on:, 'me number?

HOte than three hOUri-- ---- 5
We usually do not pray before dinner....1

I hardly !Vet Mire hoadeork 6
We usually have a ehort_prayer 2

We usually have a long prayer where
we thank God and ask him for r.pecial
things 3

We do not have a regular way .1f
doing this 4

4 much television do you usually wat.711 on a school day?

A half hour or less 1

About an hour 2

About two hours 3

More than two hours... 4

I don't watch televisi, on
school days

w_often do you read about religivoc kubje-ts outside of religion
miss?

Often 1

Occasionally 2

Never 3

18. Abekit hoW Often abet; your family get together and talk about Ged, the
Bible, the perish or other religious things?

We hardly evex do this 1

Altheet every day 2

About 2 or 3 times a week 3

About once a week 4

Less than once a week
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Were are some of the ways that different
ever, do you use any of these ways?

L. With my own words

people pray. How often: if 21;

Often Sometimes Rarely Not :.t all

When think ahout Jesus, how likely are each of
to yt. s'

Very Somewhat
likely likely

these images to con

Not-too Not at
likely all likel

1 2 3 4

1. Like f_am talking with Gentle 1 2 3 4

a_ frimil 1 2 3 4 Stern 1 2 3

:. By asking for things I n2tal.3.1 2 3 4 /WM 1 2 3 4

/. By giving thanks 1 2 3 4 Distant 1 2 3 4

4 By using prayers from badki Intelligent 1 2 3 4
or from my memory 1 2 3 4

Desanding 1 2 3 4
'. By listening to music 1 2 3 4

Patient 1 2 3 4
;. By reading the Bible 1 2 3

Irrelevant.... 1 2 3 4
1. By thinking of other people

who need God's help 1 2 3
Challenging 1 2 3 4

By thinking of some special Comforting 1 2 3 4

religious person like Jesus, Unimportant 2 3 4
Nary or a saint 1 2 3

Loving 2 3 4
By imagining that Ian with
God ariA talking directly 1 2 3

22. When_yOU ttink Of Nerl_ her of JO4UA how likely are each ^f tiem
images to come to mind'

hen you think about God, how likely are each of these images to cone BEGIN OWE 0.
o your mind?

:Very Sane/what Mot too Not at
Yeryl Somewhat NOt too Mot at: likcily likely all-likel/

likeiy likely likely all likely

Judge

Protector

Savior

Lover

Waster

NOther

Red

Creator

Father

Friend

1

-1

1

--1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

'

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

A

4

4

4

4

4

Gentle

stern

Warm

Diatant

Intelligent

Deianding

Patient

Irrelevant

Challenging

COnforting

Unimportant

Loving

1

-1

i

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4



23. When you- think of the CathOlic

come to your mind?
itch how

Ivery

III&

likely

soleithat

likely

ate these

NOt WC

likely_

iinages to

Not at:

all likely

Tte eue Church 1 2 3 4

Challenging 1 2 3 4

JUdgmental 1 2 3 4

Helpful to other§ I 2 3 4

fries hard 1 2 3 4

Distant 1 2 3 4

Against nuclear war 1 2 3 4

Open_ to women 1 2 3 4

A close fully 1 2 3 4

Run bY pcies4 1 2 3 4

Oppossi to other churches 1 2 3 4

24$ 131w close would you say that pi feel to the Catholic Church at this
tise in your life? C. O. do Wry soy Linde take 35 from

a teacher's rens kiti schoel leery
Very close Neutral Mt close at all told tie tearer Wet Undo hal don.

km right cr fag no It fa eiry to

tell the teecher? 2 3 4 5

27, if you are I. precise 4 through 8, Weals answer this question; if not, please skip to the

next oolitic'', note 28. Fa each of the foliating situations, decide roe right or trorg

you think It in, OfiEsSE ClFCLE TIC sulitHR MICH FITS YOUR ANSWER FOR MN MUATIOW.

Wry hot Very

r ig ht Rig W S. t org tong

A. You KO IN ON Of your Wessel et

sctcol. Ihe teacher Is trying to

get oil the kids to suit hiking

and runnirg around so the clans can

Ion scosthirg. Some hide Ignore

the tucker Ind hop oh tooling

around. On right or oil are thrf1,...1 2 3 4

8. NW thinks thit shoplittirg
Citesill scoothing)_fros e big

store Is not so bat locust, stray

clil racer miss it.' She Male

825 rsdio fro Liarge deparkont

stn.. Kw rlfeto rolls It
fir fir to itil the ride I 2 3 4 5

1 2 3

25. NOw cloee would you eay you feel to COd at this thee of your life?

Very close Neutral lint close at all

1 2 3 4 5

26. Nov close would you say you feel to your parish at this time in your
life?

Very close Bautral Mt close at all

1 1

3

0. Dry Is 12. lit parents oupeaf

him to do hie tommacrk. %Who

to Ike to his parents end tells

Wu he hie dorm his tossork ellen

to really WsnIt. IS doom thin so

trot his Fronts welt loop eskirg

him stout hie hawk. Nee right

or tong Is Cry to lis to hie

remote abort this? 4 5

E. Jim Is 13. Sometimes to and We

frismts get tcgsttar and drink a

agile of ow of ter. No right

cc wort ttm to do thin? I 2 3 4

F. The Moons ars a chits folly oho

live In o relgotarkal of manfit

WU% FeoWe. A block fami Is

ccosIderig bmIrg e toss rosrbt.

The Oisces ars trylg to stop the

Week folly framing. In, los

right ce wag Is It for the

01 we to do this? 1 2 3 4 5



tom are In grades 9 ttrongn 12. please 'ulster thiS question; If not please skip to the next question,

er 29. For each ot ths folly:Nitre situations. decide tow right or rang you think it is;

EASE CIFCLE Tlf WISER IIHIC it FITS TOUR ANSWER FOR E W SITUATION).

Seri
right

Itit
RIO st

Cry
Wog Wong

Tracy thinks that shoplifting from
blg_store is not so bed because.

wthey.l I never eiss Ste steels
925 radio fro. a large deperteent

Ettore. lbe right or vrorg is it for
tor to steal the rale

&or Is IL Ns parsers expect nl.
to do his bietvcrk. Stertimei A.
lies to his weals and tells flee
te hos done his hosevork sAunAs
ealiy heseq. NI does this so that
Ms perentb malt keep 11111159 MIR

Ike his theevork. ION right or
nom is Gory to lie-to his parents? I 2 3 4

SA I. who is IS. didn't think she
puld gat regnant. but ths_doctor
taid sh res. Ste decided she did
re sent to heaths Dew solele
tent to snot- doctcr and lied sr
Ihortion. lbw right ar wrong los
If for ter to Woe this abortion?.. ...... I 2 3 4 5

4 Is 13. bootless lo end his
?lends get toasyhor aro drink_e
*tele of canikof beer. 16v_right
r frog ere Hoy to do thug? 1 2 3 4 5

be and She ire bete IS. They hav
flown each otter for two years end
eve been_geing stem* for several
bete. The/ saw they tare eiCh other.
bestirs nou they *go all the way;
hat Is, hew sextet Intercourie.
Dis rive er wrong Is it kr-them to
eve Ismael isterceerset

Stith belltwas that contsolee
s very evil sad that therefore ths
mired States les flee to use
%clear Dobbs ageless stair elites

-10-

bow we Weld like you to_Snswer tee questions about_your catschetical
program specifically. Think of ths program in this perish She ye int-
er. Even if you are new to the progran try and answer as best you can.

29. Overalli_how would you rate this CateeticaI program?

very such or ndt?

I like it very much

01 02

Neutral

03 04

Do you like it

I do not like it at all

05 o6 07

30. He Weld you rate the following aspects of this program?

this aspect does not apply to your program).

A. Books and other reading

materials used

(Circle 5 if

Does

Excellent Good fair- -Poor not apply

B. The catechist's attitude

toward the students 1

C. Presentationa by the catechist 1

D. Guest speakers 1

E. Films, slide* or other visuals 1

P.

G.

H.

I.

music that we perfore

Liturgies 1

Music that we listen to 1

_

Discussions and group

activities 1

Learning games and

role playing 1

Opportunities for prayer 1

Stlidelit attendance 1

4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 5

2 3

2 3 5

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4 5

2 3 4
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ou lambs or disagree eith each of the following statements as tray apply to your el Herder cafe( helm! program teach different tbings. PI ease circle whether it is true
ram? cr false that your program teaches mach of the folloving thirgs. Also please circle tie

13rea mr.. Dimon,' Disagree number 3 I f the topic is particularly Interesting to you.
Strongly Somewhat toutral %%whet Stragly

Cittchlst rosily undarstande me
It II to

catechist clisi lama m to really
a about what it Mlles to be a Cetbolic...1

catechist does not Mee what It Is
to be eu age these dots 1

cateeMst hes very high expectations
whet no an do In this prograe. 1

vie reomend this program toed
Ms OM Oft not is It I

catocalst soar to like me and
times 1

Weeti_sea 1 Ofttn_telk ebbe miti
Marmite la this progras. 1

eitottist trigs tO Mein %UM
u s outside of at sessions 1

mtechist trigs to Mamma of wits

of fah/ I am from and whit eu
at ItMi is like I

atochlst is not really very
islastic about this I

stases would not attend this program
air moats did not malle tam case

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 1 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4

2

2 5

m your catechist ever ask about your experiences and try to get you
think about them in terms of what you are learning in your sessions?

catectotical piopmsi .

44. helps oat to I leo a good life in the
world Maw..

45. uses Old testament stories fro* the Bibte.....1

46. talpsse to know 1114 11000101110

meal f better..

el. Delp* ,Wprons parent-teen co4einication.* I

46; uses stories from the New Testa/ant
44odt Wm, the apostles, etc.* 1

49. teectie gametal ideas about Ime aged
CrilitOanityP 1

50. /*Clew tig moaning of the sacraments.. 1

SI. teaches the msanirg of GA's I Ifs In us;

52. helps ae road and understand the Bible.. 1

53. Neches the things you twos to believe
in order to be Catholic.. 1

54. teaches skeet getting alorg with other
poodle, about friendship and comnicatirg....1

55. teaches about relating to tits opposit
sex OM about &Oleg.. 1

Almost every class
56. teeches Kee to Ma moral demisicas.. 1

Every other class or so 2

51. toactoaus Oboe spscific_maral itsuesIn a few classes 3
like abrtimi, nuclear disarmament and

Hardly ever 4 merry:

ts roar catechist ever discuss things directly with the parents of 58. gives us Information about other religloos.n..I
sted*nts, for example at a conference or regular meeting?

les 1

No 2

99

59. fetches the religious vlue of beirg a
unique person:,

This Is a
eirtIr.ularly
I ltersstIrg

False topic

2 3

2 5

2 5

2 3

2 3

2

2 3

2 5

2 5

2 3

2 3

2 3

2 3

100
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id) ors are I maw of statemots which may or may no/ apply to your catcchnial gaga&

My catechetical program . . .

Tres

This is s

particularly

interesting

false topic

leaches material sent mmalellty which

Alas Its 'roper place In human IIfs, 1 2 3

mo tests sed/or nines about whet

le IWo.

Iffeerages us to write se till stories

tout or on uperiences.. 1

Iecheambeet the hut** df the CM-Millie

Nash.. 1 2

oaches_ve about the history of ow

mn 1

*aches us bie the Whelk thkrch is

churned (e.g., Pb blseoss)

*echos us different usys of preying..

*aches us hoe to ks mow cboic.,, I

tilos me deal win religion doubts.° 1

Neches us *bout the religion life such

e the life of epriest. sister or brother 0

*aches stout no eall of racial hatred,'

machos us that ve are responsible for

Ain 011.4 of the poor... 0000000000000

1

2 3

2 3

2 3

3

Sore students' parents or guardians are y involved in their rate -

chetical program and others are less invo.ved. In general how involved
would you say yours are?

Mother . . .

Very involved Mot at all involve,:

I

01

Father . . .

Very involved

01

02 03 04 05 06 07

Not at all involved

I

02 03 04 05 06 07

Please Indicate Whetter you egre cr disagree vith each of thms.

fg roe Igoe Orsagroo Di-sugee

Sfrorg ly immeher NentroF Sonnet Strongly-

74. Most students really Ilia ritemirg
fro messices I

75. Om program Is good at using az own

experiences to filch us I

76. The Kw. Is not rlgid, it is flexible

and open to new ideas i

77. The sessions ere usually fun end njoisei 1

78. I have learned WI new things about

m religion I

74. Singles dolma mot often emogh

00. There Is not ennill flee for dismissicm I

61. Stodents frequently talk about-ohat ttoy

Moran in sessions when tho get onside....1

82, This exwience sill have an imicrtae

influence cm me when I am an adult I

83, Sara of m filmes attend these sessions I

64. Sonfins ve go to church as port of

floorage'. I

85. Pekin of religion feign in then

sessions is real ;Ad orscfical 1

86; if I hen dbildteh wlicIgr W Up I van

them to love e prawn Ilea Mil one

67, The bin in the progrem Is ttmt tav ve

live /swore isportset tem stet 00 knov 1

es; I thick I vil I be more icily. Catleil I d

tonivos of this trots.. I

2 3 4 5

.4
2 3 4 5 0

1
2 3 4 5

2 5 4 5

4_

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 3

2 3 4 5

2 3 4

2 3 4 5

A
2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5



there anything that you feel was_left out of your catechetical

was that you would have liked to have included7

-16-

fern of us has man/ di ff t experiences which have influenced the say we think about
religion end the Catholic faith. Mx much hays each of tlio following influenced the way
you nal think about theft things/

Yes 1

No 2
Miry

Much Sofewhet

Not too
Ruch

Not at Coes not
al I ELly to me

your answer rat "Yes"_please describe in your own words what was

91, fbligibh Claises In a Catholic school 2 3 4

!t out and why you feel it thOdId be included 92. wi father 2 3 4 5

93. IV Netter I 2 3 4 5

94. * sisters** brothels 1 2 3 4 5

95 Catechetlael sessions after salmi
or on weekends 1 2 3 4 5

96. 16 friends I 2 3 4 5

97. hetreets.ncounter groups or
prayer groups 1 2 3 4 5

LLJ 95. Mollies at Mese 1 2 3 4 5

99, Reading am sv awn 2 3 4 5

100. 1M own personal experiences I 2 3 4 5

101. A certain priest. brother ar sister I 2 3 4 5

102. IM graniserents 1 2 3 4 5

103. Religioue navies or 11 pr.:grows 1
la ne seen 1 2 5

104. A certain cetochist 1 2 3 4 5

105. A certain school teacher 1 2 3 4 5

104
103
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people_have different reasons for being a Catholic. How important are
ear of the following to you personally as far as being a member of the
Cecflolic Church?

Very Somewhat Not at all

106. I was baptized as a baby 1 2 3

107. Being a Catholic gives me a sense
of identity 1

108. My parents are Catholic so therefore
so aa I

1G9. Soing to Nese is the best way
for e to worship God 1 2 3

110. I like the values which the
Catholic Church holds.. .. 1 2 3

111. Please use this space to tell us anything else you feel we should know
in order to make Catholic catechetical prograhs as guild as they can be.

max YOU POR YOUR COOPERATION



APPENDIX

Met o o logical Notes

Selection of Parishes
Selection of parishes for the study involved nomination by diocesan directors of re-

ligious education throughout the cOnntry The catechetical criteria enunciated in
Sharing the Light _ofFaith: National Catechetical Directory for Catholics in the United
States (NCD) were proposed as the guidelines for that selection. The criteria offered
were that a program should:

present the principal elements of the Christian message (NCD4 Ch. 5)
orient participants for life in a worshiping community (NCD, Ch. 6)
prepare participantS for ChriStiah SOcial involVement (NCD, Ch. 7)
respect the rdigious arid hiiiinan development of participants (NCD, Ch. 8)

In addition, the Advisory Task Force stipulated that the programs nominated
should:

have strong parental involvement in the catechetical process
have been in operation from four to five years
evidence support of the catechefical program: by the pastoral team
include life,long learning opportnnitieS for all parishioners
recruit qualified volunteer teachers and retain them.

The form used for nominating paridles is included below as Exhibit Dl. In part
fou4 various options were used to describe the characteristics of the parish.

Eighty-three dioceses accepted the invitation to nominate parishes, and 258 par-
ishes were nominated for the study These parishes received the Staff and Student
Sprvey instruments reproduced in Appendices B and C Of the total number, 146 par-
ishes returned the complete_set of surveys; they are listed in Appendix F

From the total number of pariShes nominated; 20 were selected for on-site visits.
ThiS selection process was conducted by William McCready of the National Opinion
Research Center, Chi go; Illinois It involved stratifying parishes according to the cat-
egories listed in question number four of the nomination form and then Selecting
parishes from each group in order to have a SaMple that WOuld be as representative
of the variety of American Catholic pariSheS AS pcisSible.

Three visitation teams of Six persons were trained at a two-day orientation session
conducted in WashirigtOri, DC Etch team incluckd a social science researcher and a
person trained and experienced in catechesis.
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EXHIBIT Di Nomination Form for Parish Religious Education Study

1. PARISH NAME. PHONE.

ADDRESS:

CONTACT PERSON.

2. Does the parish have a full-time religious education coordinator? YES 1

NO 2

3. Please rate the parish on the following characteristics:

POOR GOOD EXCELLENT

Extent to which families are involved in religious education 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

b. Support from the pastoral team 1 2 3 4 5 6

The sense_of ownership of the educational ministry by the
whole parish. 2 4 5 6

d. The extent to which the parish sees education as for everyone;
not just children. 1 2 5 6 7

e. The overall awareness of social justice issues in the program. 1 2 3 4 5 6

The ability of the parish to recruit excellent volunteer teachers
2 3 5 6 7and keep them involved.

The extent to which the program fosters development of
personal and living faith. 3 4 5 6

h. The overall approach of the parish toward children under the
age of 8. 2 3 5 6 7

The overall approach of the parish toward young people 8 to 14. 3 4 5 6

The overall approach of the parish toward young
people 15 to 19. 2 3 5 6 7

k. The extent to which the parisb-develops-a !peacemaking'
2 4 5 6perspective as encouraged by the pastoral letter of the

American bishops.
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Would you please circle as many of the following items as you need to accurately describe this parish:

Middle-class 1 In the-city
Mostly white 2 Old ethnic 8
Mostly black 3 Newly founded 9
Mostly hiSpanic 4 HaS many -economic resources 10
Well mixed 5 Has few economic resources I I
Suburban 6

5. Does the parish have a parochial school? Yes

. Dots the p-arish have a formal religious education program for smdents in elementary Yes
school who do not attend a parochial school?

Does the parish have a formal religious education program for students in high school who Yes
do not attend a parochial school?

Please list the names and addresses of parishes whose boundaries touch the parish you have
named in Item #1.
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The agenda prepared for the site visitors included issues relating to the parish con-
text of the program, the actual program forms, and various catechetical models ob-
served. This agenda is reflected in the analysis given in Appendix A

Letter Sent to the 258 Nominated Parishes.
To_ the Director of FAigious Education:
Enclosed are the questionnaires referred to in Father Kellys letter. The_ National

Catholic Educational Association asks your help in obtaining a thorough and scientif-
ically valid survey of parishes and of their students. We seek the cooperation ofseven
of your students, and some of your own time as well, in filling out the enclosedques-
tionnaires. The white:questionnaires are to be filled out by seven of your students se-
lecwd according to: the :instructions in the paragraph immediately below; the blue
questionnaire is to be filled out by you. All the questions are to be answered by cir-
cling a number:. letter, or a word, as indicated, or by filling in a blank with an amount
or a brief statement.

Seketion Of StUireiltS
Please select seven students to participate by the procedures described here. It is

importantfor the studYs validity that you eo so. (Incidentally, other parishes are
being instructed to select a somewhat different composition of students and we ex-
pect to end up with about the same number of boys and girls and the so Tie number
under and over age 15.) For your parish we would like you to make a list of all your
students and cut the list in strips, place them in a receptacle, and draw names, one at
a time, until you have drawn:

2 girl(s) under age 15
2 boy(s) age 15 or older
1 bby(s) under age 15
2 girl(s) age 15 or older)
If you draw a name for a category that you have already filled, just put it aside and

continue drawing until you have selected the seven students from the four categories
as requested.

Instructions for We StiurentS
Please aSk the seven selected students to help you and NCEei collect information de-

signed to identify aspects Of various programs that have proven successful in contrib-
uting to catechetical effectiveness. This information will assist us in preparing mate-
rials to enable all parishes to examine and improve their catechetical programs.

Please provide each of the selected students with one of the white questionnaires
and one of the brown envelopes provided in your packet. Mk each student -10 fiii out
his or her questionnaire in private, place the completed questionnaire in the brown
envelope provided, seal the envelope,and return it to you. Please tell them that when
you receive the individual questionnaires you will place them, still sealed, in a large,
prestamped envelope and send them to the survey sponsors, and be certain that the
students know that their privacy will be protected by this procedure.

Instruction4 for Returning the Questionnaires
After you have filled out your own (blue) questionnaire, please consider whether

you are willins to have your parish identified on the cover of the questionnaire. You
may, of course, participate in the survey anonymously but having the parish name as-
sociated with the questionnaire may offer an opportunity to improve the quality of
the data from this survey That is, should any of the answers to the questions prove to
be ambiguous, we will be able to seek clarificotions in a follow-up contact

If you are willing to have your parish identified, please add parish name, address,
and phone number to the front cover of the blue questionnaire. Ifyou do identify your
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parish, we will use this information only for the research purpose deF,c1-ibed above.
In all other ways, your privacy will be protected, and your parish name sv:Il not be
identified with the data you provide in any public presentation.

If you wiSh to submit your compkted parish questionnaire anonymously, just re-
turn it as is, but ptease fill out and return the enclosed 'postcard as well, it
separately In this way, you can guarantee the confidentiality of your answers, and 7Te
can _tell which parishes have not yet filled outtheir questionnaires.

Finally please place your own (blue) questionnaire; along with the seven student
questionnaires in their separate sealed envelopes, into the large stamped envelope
addressed to Father Kelly and put the package in the mail to him.

This study is the first ever conducted of parish-based religious education prc
grams. As such, it provides the first chance to have people actually involved in reli-
gious education in the parishes provide systematic information about their programs.
Your cooperation is critical, as is that of your students. Thank you for participating,
and thank you for encouraging the selected students to complete and return their sur-
veys.

Procedures Used for Coding Responses to Open-Ended Questions
(Student Q90 and Q111)

When faced with coding a large number of responses to open-ended questions,
one must deal with issues concerning what to include, what to exclude, and how to
collapse the categories that the respdridents have generated. What follows is _a discus-
sion of the procedures and considerations that were involved in roding the open-
ended responses in the student questionnaire.

TWo questions on the survey instrument were open-ended: question 90, which
asked whether there was "anything that you felt was left out of your catechetical pro-
gram that you would like to have included: and question 111, which asked the re-
spondent to mentionanything else yoLl feel we should know in order to make Cath-
olk catechetical programs as good as they can be."

A maximum of two responses for each question was coded In a small number of
cases this meant that a certain amount of information was lost when additional com-
ments were not coded. In the majority of cases, it simply meant that "no answer" was
entered twice instead of once. In order to generate the coding categories, approxi-
mately half of all the student questionnaires were read, and written responses to the
two questions_were summarized and listed It quickly became apparent that substan-
tial_ overlap existedbetween the answers given to question 90 and those given to 111,
sc much so that a single list of coding categories for the two questions was eventually
produced.

The frequency of the responses to the various codingicategories and a discussion
of their implications is presented in chapter 3; presented here is a further explanation
of the rationale behind some Of the _aiding categories.
1) Blank '7443 comment; have nothing say" itvo points need to be made here.
First, blank is included as a separate coding category because it is; in fact; the most
frequent response. If the common practice of considering blank as missing data and
presenting response percentages as a function of those responding had been fol-
lowed, the number of individuals holding particular opinions would have been
grossly and indefensibly inflated Second,_it is_ true that writing "no romment" and
leaving the_ line blank may be two very different responses; then again, they may not.
Any attempt to draw differing conclusions or to pursue separate analyses, simply on
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the basis Of the di&rence in those two I iesiseems of litde alue. And therein lies
the guiding principal of generating coding categories Any attempt to survey opinion
and&dwronclusions concerning the effectiveness of programs must begin by estab-
lishing meaningful analysis categories. The central question must be, do these two
coding categories have different practical consequences This principle:was used
throughout the present effort in producing the cbding categories used. It should also
be noted that, if a respon&nt said "see question %)" in response to Qill; QM was
caded blatik
3) More opot diSCUStic" AfOre teen concerns (scr ttating abDrtion, _drugs _sui-
Cr* Moral ifetisbn-niAlting Here again seems to be an over,broadi catch-all cat
gory except for the fact that;in_the surveys; these particular categories almost invari-
ably co-occur; those who ask for more open discussion go on to list the "teen
concern&'_ as the things that they want to discuss.
23) Other. This turned out to be a rather large category for a number of goOd rea-
sons. First, the survey was sent out to a wide variety of parishes that were o&ring
wide variety of religious education experiences: BASIC, RENEW Serendipity Comfit-,
mation preparation. Some Of the comments were specific to those programsthat
the age of Corifirrnation shoUld be Changed; thatteenagers should be allowed to at-
tend adult RENEW sessions, etc.Second,some of the responses put into this category
seem specific but in fact axe not: for example, "have the priest come in more often."
What is it that "the priestitalked about Doctrine Social issues Teen issues Due to the
difficulty in interpreting this response, it was placed in this category Other content
areas filed under "other" were:

we should have more liturgies
I liked(didn't like) fillingout the survey
makethe classes longer, more fiequent; have them meet at other times
I wish more people would come to the cbsses

Lastly some students spoke of particular interests (e.g., family concernsI wish my
dad could find a job), which either were not directly related to the questions or were
too infrequent to create a separate coding category

1 1 1
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Ft. Wayne, IN
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Birmingham, AL
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APPENDLY

Participating Parishes

Holy Spidt Church
Huntsville; AL

Our Lady of SOrrows
Birmingham, AL

ChriSt die King
Little Rock, AR

Stjudes Church
Jacksonville, AR

Our Lady of the Valley
Phoenix, AZ

St; Catherine of Sienna
Phoenix, AZ

Holy Family
Artesia, CA

Our Lady of Loretto
Navato; CA

Presentation Church
Sacramento, CA

St. AtigUstint
Pleasanton, CA

St. Clement
Hayward, CA

St. Elizabeth
Oakland, CA

St. Kevin's Church
San Francisco, CA

St Matthew's Church
Corona, CA
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St Paul's Church
Fresno, CA

Christ the King
Evergreen; CO

St. JOhn of the Cross
Middlthury, CT

St. Mary's Church
Putnam, CT

Holy Fafth Church
Gainesville, FL

Corpus Christi
Miami, FL

St Louis Church
Kendall, FL

Immaculate Conception
Cherokee, IA

St. Ann's Rd. Ed. Center.
Long Grove, IA

St. Anthony'S Church
Knoxville, IA

St. Cecelia's Church
Algona, IA

St. Francis
Barclay, IA

St. Patrick's Church
Esterville, IA

St Patrick's Church
Cedar Falls, IA
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Our Lady of Mt. Larmel
Darien; IL

Our Lady Of the Brook
Northbrook, IL

Sacred Heart
Sterling, IL

Saint Cietus
La Grange, IL

St Edward's Church
Rockford, IL

SS. Faith, Hope and Charity,
Winnetka; IL

St. Mary_ of Vernon
Mundelein, IL

St. Joseph's Church
Olney, IL

St Margaret Mary
Naperville, IL

St: Patrick's Church
St. Charleg, IL

St. Patrick's Church
McHenry IL

St Ferdinand
Ferdinand, IN

St.John's aturcb
Loogootee, IN

St. Joseph's Church
Evansville; IN

St. MAWS Chnech
Mitchell; IN

ChUrth of the Epiphany
Louisville, KY

Holy Triniw
Louisville, KY

St. James
Elizabethtown, KY

St Joseph's_ Church
Bardstown, KY

SS. Peter and Paul
Danville, KY

Corpus _Christi
New Orleans, LA

ffolY trOss
Lafayette; IA

Our Lzdy of the Rosary
Jeanerette, LA

Our Lady of Divine Providence*
Metairie, IA

Mir Lady QUeen of All Saints
yille Platte; IA

St.Joseph the Worker
Marrero; LA

Holy Name
Springfield, MA

Saint Ambrose
Dorchester, MA

Saint Aug?;stine's Church/
Andover, MA

St. Bdgid's Church
Lexington; MA

Saint orge'S Church
Worcester, MA

St. John'S Chtirth
Swampscott, MA

Saint Mary's Church
North Grafton, MA

St. Peter's Church
Worcester, MA

St. Pius X Church
South Yarmouth, mA

St_ Uresa's Church
Pittsfield, MA

St. Elizabeth Aim Seton
Crofton, MD

St. Writ's Church
Faiiston; MD

St. Andre*'S Church
Saginaw, MI

St. Anne's Church
EScanaba, MI

St. Mary's Church
Hemlock, MI

Coronation of Our Lady
Gratidview, MO

Immaculate Conception
Brookfield, MO

Our Lady of Loretto Church
St. Louis, MO
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St Charles
Kansas City MO

St_Columba_Church
Conception Junction; MO

St. Mark% Chtiech
Independence, MO

St. -Pius X
Moberly, MO

Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception

CrOokSton, MN

thurch of St. Paul
St. Cloud, MN

Holy Rosary Cathedral
Duluth, MN

St Luke's Church
St. Paul, MN

St Odilia's Cliurch
Shoreview, MN

Anaconda Catholic Community
Anaconda; MT

St. Leo's Church
Lewistown, MT

St- Matthew's Church
Sidney MT

St.- Peter's -Church
Wibaux, MT

Holy Trinity/Our Lady of
Atonement

Kinston, NC

Shrine Infant of Prague/Holy Spirit
Jacksonville, NC

St. John Neumann
Charlotte, NC

St. Michael's Church
Gastonia, NC

St Raphael's Church
Raleigh, NC

St Agnes
Scottsbluff, NE

St. Leo's Church
Grand Island, NE

Our Lady of Mercy
Merrimack, NH
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Immaculate Conception
Elizabeth, NJ

St Catherine of Siena
Mountain lakes, NJ

St. Eliiabeth's Church
Wyckoff, NJ

St. Helen's Church
stfield, NJ

St. Reter Celestine
Cherry Hill, NJ

Our Lady of Grace
Howard Beach, NY

St Amelia's Church
Tonawanda, NY

St Bonaventure
West Seneca, NY

St. Cadiefine of Siena
West Senecz4 NY

St. Eugene's Church
Yonkers, NY

Stjoseph's Church
lloy, NY

St. Lucy's Church
Altamont, NY

St. Nicholas of Tolentine.
Jamaica, NY

St Thomas the Apostle
Delmar, NY

Holy Family
Stow, OH

Hay Name Church
Cleveland; OH

St. Ignatius Loyola
Cincinnati; OH

St. John Vianney
Mentor; OH

St. Joseph's Church
Mantua, OH

St Michael's Church
Canfield, OH

Assumption
Duncan, OK
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St. Gregioy the Great
Enid, OK

St. Mary's Church
Ponca City, OK

St Matthew's Church
Elk Ci-ty, OK

Christ the King
Ambridge, PA

Our Lady of Grace
Pittsburgh, PA

Szzred Heart
Royersford, PA

St Anastasia
Newtown Square, PA

St Cathedhe of Siena
Mt Penn; Reading, PA

St. Francis of MASI
Scranton, PA

St. Jane Frances de Chantal,
Easton, PA

St. John Neumann
Pittsburgh, PA

St. jo&eph's Church
Orefield, PA

Our lady of Perpetual Help
Rapid City, SD

Sacred Heart
Yankton, SD

St Martin's Church
Huron, SD

Holy flimary Chirreh
Memphis; TN

SLAM' Churth
MempIlis; TN

Our Nother of Mercy
Houston, TX

St. Joseph's Church
Edinburg, TX

St. Mary's Church
Fredericksburg, TX

St Mary, Mother of the Church
Brownsville, TX

St. Theresa a Infant Jesus,
Premont TX

St. Theresa's Church
%garland, DC

St. Vincent de Paul
Laredo, TX

SL Ambrose
Salt Lake City, UT

St Francis Xavier
Kearns, UT

Stjoan of Arc
Yorktown; VA

Iminaktilate Conception
Clarksburg; WV

St. Margaret Mary's Church
Parkersburg; WV

Most Holy Redeemer
Two Rivers, WI

Newman Community
Eau Claim, WI

St Bernard's Church
Appleton, WI

St Bronislava
Plover, WI

St.-Francis of Assisi
Coleman; WI

St. Gregory the Great
Milwaukee, WI

johtt Vianney
Brookfield; WI

St Mark's Church
Rothschild, WI

St. Thomas More
Appleton. WI

NB, Six of the parishes listed did not
send in complete survey instruments.
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